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Court gives OK
to allow E-9Il
system to seek
independency

Murray Independent School District meets
academic goals for No Child Left Behind

KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times

Rachel McDotand, right, reads aloud from 'The Diary of Anne Frank" while Laura Durr. left, listens in Krista Fielder's eighth
grade reading class Tuesday afternoon at Murray Middle School. State testing scores in reading for the third to eighth grade
level improved over the paSt year in the Murra, Independent School Distlict.
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Kennedy to chamber: Moving forward key to success

TODAY

TOMORROW

70s

80s

50s

Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Wednesday...Mostly sunny.
Highs in the upper 70s. North
winds around 5 mph.
Wednesday night...Mostly
clear. Lows in the lower 50s
Calm winds.
Thursday...Mostly
sunny
Highs around 80. Northwest
winds around 10 mph.
Thursday
night...Mostly
clear. Lows in the mid 50s.
Friday...Sunny. Highs in the
mid 70s
Friday night...Clear. Lows in
the lower 50s.
clear
Saturday...Mostly
Highs in the lower 70s
night...Mostly
Saturday
clear. Lows in the mid 40s.
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Making the Grade

By TONI BERRY
Staff Writer
The Calloway. County Fiscal
Court gave final approval
Tuesday to a measure that will
allow the county's Emergency.
911 system to move toward an
independent operation.
During a special-calied meeting at the courthouse. magistrates unanimously approved,
on second reading, an ordinance amendment that will
allow the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department to qualify
for about $30,000 in grant
money to pay for a telephone
system upgrade. The move was
made in two consecutive week.
because if not completed by
September 30, CCSO could
lose out on about 25 percent of
the funding needed to pay for
the upgrade. Currently, all
emergency telephone calls originating in the county are routed
through Kentucky State Police
in Mayfield and then relayed to
the sheriff's office. The county
is moving to establish the sheriff's department's 911 call center into a primary reception
point to save money and precious time in responding to an
emergency with a systems
upgrade.
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray State University's
men's basketball coach Billy
Kennedy told community
members Tuesday morning
that his team would have to
forget about last year's NCAA
tournament if they want to
have another great season.
Kennedy was the Chamber
of Commerce's keynote speak-

at
Tuesday•s
Business@Breakfast event. He
said putting last season's success of defeating Vanderbilt
University in the first round of
the NCAA tournament behind
them was key to moving forward with a new tearn after
losing several talented seniors
and bringing in new players.
He told a short joke in which
he said his 6-year-old daughter
C

had saved up her allowance to
buy a diary. When he asked
her what was in it, she said it
was her life story. When she
offered to show it to him, he
turned to a page in which there
was a drawing of her shedding
tears. He said he asked what
the drawing was supposed to
be.
"Worst day of my life," he
said in an agonized tone. —The

Butler game!"
Kennedy said that while several of last year's seniors were
gone, some new tecruits would
help fill the void. including
Shawn Jackson, Jeff Reese,
Chris Griffin and Brandon
Garrett. He said they would
have to establish a new team
and get the players to adapt to

•See Page 6A

Supporters
rally against
violence at
annual event
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Several hundred Murray State
University students and members
of the community gathered at
Cutchin Soccer Field Tuesday
night to protest violence against
women, rape and sexual abuse
during the annual Take Back the
Night rally.
According to the MSU Women's
Center. the first Take Back the
Night rallies and marches began
in 1973 in Germany because
many women feared walking the
streets at night. The first rally in
the United States occurred in San
Francisco in 1978. and MSU has
organized one every year since
1993.
Tuesday's program was opened

•See Page 2A
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A group of Murray State University students from the Women's Center and Psi Chi
present a dramatic reading of Ntozake Shange's poem, "With No Immediate Cause,"
at the Cutchin Soccer Field during Tuesday's Take Back the Night program.
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More options
for seniors with
high drug costs
By RICARDO ALONSO
-ZALDIVAR
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Seniors with high drug costs will
soon have more options to help
them cope with Medicare's prescription coverage gap.
Reversing a steady decline, the
number of prescription plans covering at least some brand-name
drugs in the "doughnut hole" coverage gap will triple next year,
from 35 to 106. That's according
to an analysis of Medicare data to
he released Wednesday by Avalere
Health, a private research firtn.
At least two plans covering
some brand-name drugs in the gap
will be available in every region
of the country.
The enhanced coverage carries a
higher monthly premium. And the
plans offer only a limited range of
medications in the gap. most often
drugs to treat chronic illnesses.
Nonetheless, some seniors may
be willing to pay more for greater

II See Page 6A
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
urray Independent School
District students and staff
are celebrating meeting
l(X) percent of overall academic
goals required to meet adequate
yearly progress on the federal No
Child Left Behind assessment.
MISD officials are hailing the
achievement as a sign district students and staff are on the "yellow
brick road" to success; meeting 10
of 10 required
goals based on
Kentucky Core
Content Test
scores, according
to a news release
from the district.
"As Murray
Independent
School District
students begin
Rogers
their academic
path in eleraentary school,
advancing to the middle school,
and attending the high school in
preparation for their post secondary educational opportunities arid
beyond, the district recognizes the
hard work and dedication of students and staff meeting all goals,"
Superintendent Bob Rogers said.
"However, we are not through
improving until we are through."
Murray Middle School Principal
Lou Carter, said school officials
are "extremely pleased" with
combined scores achieved by
third through eighth graders at
MMS. The scores indicate MMS
ranked first in the region in math
with a 77.99, second in reading
with an 81.84, second in science
with a score of 80.80 and second
in writing-on-demand with a score
of 74.15.
Carter said social studies was
the only area MMS was not
ranked in the top five regional
schools with score of 64.11.
"The teachers and staff at
Murray- Middle School have high
expectations for all students and
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•Supporters rally...
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From Front

rune

need the same nurturing. love and protection that
children do.
Students from the Women's
Center joined together to jointly
give a dramatic reading of
Ntozake Sharige's poem. "With
No Immediate Cause." and five

‘ieliMs

Sharon Green. a inctithet of
the MSU Board of Regents and
cnme viclints advocate who
works with the Graves County
Attorney's Office. She said she
W.'S inspired to become an
advocate when she had hildren

Insurers ordered to appear
at Frankfort heanng

LEInER&TIMES

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Some health insurers have been
summoned to Frankfort to
explain why they are dropping
child-only' policies.
The Courier-Journal reports
Kentucky.
Insurance
Commissioner Sharon Clark
ordered insurers who sell individual coverage to appear at an
Oct. 13 fact-finding hearing.
Several
major
insurers
including Humana and Anthem
say they won't sell such policies anymore, partly due to the
new health reforrn law. which
requires them to accept children with pre-existing conditions.
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students told the crowd their
personal stories of dealing with
rape. molestation and domestic
siolence. Steve Saunders and
Kierra Miller performed an
interpreme dance to the
Rihanna and Eminem duet.
"Lose the Way You Lie." which
details the back-and-forth of an
abusive
relationship. arid
Tomeshia Ritter read a poem
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called "Playing the Victim.Allyson Taylor from thc
Purchase Area Sexual Assault
Center spoke al3out the journey
victims go on after they admit
they have been raped or abused.
saying it takes a lot ot time and
work. At the end of the program, Women's Center Director
Jane Etheridge called attention
to 63 empty. chairs spread
around the field that had roses
placed on them. She said the
chairs
represented
the
Kentucky. women who had lost
their lives to domestic violence
and rape in 2008. 2009 and so
far in 2010. The students then
toek candles and marched to
Ordway Hall.
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Madison Cohoon Murray Middle School
Students in Krissy Zirlat I's eighth grade math class work with
manipulatives to balance and solve equations during a
hands-on equation exercise.

II Murray...
McBee to sign GOP Pledge
Thursday at headquarters
Special to the Ledger
All Calloway. County GOP
members are encouraged to
witness 5th District House
Candidate Corey McBee sign a
pledge to the people of the 5th
District (Calloway County and
a portion of Trigg County) to
support legislation that will
lower taxes. refuse special session money,close loopholes for
state officials and much more.
The signing will take place at
6 p.m. on Thursday. Sept. 30. at
the Calloway County. GOP
Headquarters at 304 Maple St..
in Murray.
The ceremony should last
approximately 15-20 minutes.
it was reported.
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& Casey Darnell

"The Comprehensive School
Improvement Plan will be
revised to address these scores
and to find solutions to motivate students that scored in the
top 10 percent on state ACT
scores to demonstrate the same
skills on the KCCT." Speed
said.
MHS seniors reportedly
responded by saying the scores
were entirely too low for scores
from Murray High following a
review of the KCCI* report as
part of their high school data
collection.
"We are disappointed in our
overall 2010 test scores and
realize our efforts were not
focused on continuing the tradition of excellence for Murray,"
one student wrote, according to
the release."We vow to lead
our school in trying harder, caring more and we apologize for
not meeting the high expectations set for us by' our Tiger

From Front
%sill continue to viori, to mamtain our tradition of academic
excellence," Carter said.
**Students are challenged to
develop personal goals to
increase their individual academic progress in all content
areas."
Lorrie Booth. interim principal at Murray Elementary'
School. compliments the efforts
of all MES teachers and staff
on a job well done.
"We work very, hard every
day to meet the needs of each
child." Booth said."We take
pride in our tradition of excellence and will continue to work
to make a positive impact in
the lives of our students. As a
feeder school to MMS. we are
proud to celebrate the continued excellent progress of our
tiger cubs. We are pleased to
see an increase in our excellent
test scores in the areas of reading and math."
For the KCCE MES academic efforts are considered to be
reflected in scores at MMS.
At Murray High School.
Principal Teresa Speed said
KCCT results revealed MHS's
78.90 reading score ranks the
school first in the region. The
score was achieved by this
year's junior class during their
sophomore year.
However Speed said inath
scores of last year's juniors
remained at 44.44 percent and
did not meet the required 55
percent needed to make
required progress. Students
obtained a score of 42.59 in
.social studies and last year's
senio.- on-demand writing score
of 35.85 decreased slightly
from the previous year.

Rogers said the district
retnains in a transition period
as the KCCT is phased out and
a new assessment system is
phased in.
. "An annual yearly progress
report still exists and our district met all of its goals,"
Rogers said. "School districts
are quite busy preparing for
implementation of the new
assessment system and the
requirements of Senate Bill
One with the roll out of the
Kentucky Academic Core standards. The first assessment
will take place in May of 2012.
We look forwai-d to an assessment system that reportedly.
will build in student accountability as well as school performance."
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News in Brief
Deer collisions occurring earlier this year

Elizabeth McGraw
& Matt Clemson

Fix up your home, consolidate your debt.

Rates as, low as

U S. Bank or call 888-444-BANK (2265).

P,ADUCAtl. Ky. AP --- The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
is asking dnvers to watch out for deer on the state's roadways.
The cabinet says vehicle-deer collisions have started about two
weeks earlier than normal this year.
State officials say. the dry weather has prompted farmers to start
the fall harvest earlier, increasing the activity of deer populations.
Transportation Cabinet engineer Jim LeFevre says the increase
iv deer kills on highways usually happens in the first few weeks of
(ktober. He says half of all collisions with deer occur in October,
November and December.
The state says there were 3,031 vehicle collisions with deer in
2(109, up slightly from 2.926 the year before.
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GOLDEN POND, ky.. (AP) — Land Between the Lakes has
improved target ranges for those visiting the Golden Pond area.
An upgraded shooting area has two firearms ranges — a 175yard rifle range with six shooting benches and a 50-yard pistol
range with four shooting benches.
For archery practice, the improved area otters both a range and a
field archery. range trail. The Paducah Sun reported.
The ranges are open from dawn to dusk and will be first-come,
first-served.
John Ruth, executive director of the Land Between the Lakes
Association private support group. says the improvements were
paid for with a grant from the National Rifle Association and
donations from individuals and businesses.
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Obituaries

Recession rips at U.S. marraiges

William Joel French
William Joel French, 88, of Murray, died Tuesday. Sept. 28,
2010, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at The J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home

Carlos Bailey
Carlos Bailey 79. of Murray. died Wednesday, Sept. 29, 2010. at
his home. Arrangements are incomplete at The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
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Joe Don Pigue, 76,of Hopkinsville, passed away at 10:55 p.m.on
Wednesday, Sept. 22, 2010, at Centennial Medical Center in
Nashville, Tenn. He was a companion to Carla
Rem-oat of Murray.
A native of Fulton, he was born March 23. 1934.
the son of the late Bertes J. and Ramelle Elledge
Pigue.
He recently celebrated his 50-year reunions as a
graduate of Murray State University and as a charter member of ATO Fraternity. J.D.'s early career
was in sales and marketing, and he later created his
own company Effective Marketing Services. He
was an Eagle Scout, a veteran who served in
Pigue
Germany during the Berlin Airlift. and a member of
the First United Methodist Church of Hopkinsville.
He was preceded in death by his wife, Deanie
Hinton Pigue; and his brother. Harold Eugene Pigue.
•••••••er""
.1011...
"
:
tummottil=
Survivors include a son. Lt. Col. Mason Bertes
Pigue of Dover Air Force Base and wife. Sherri; a
daughter, Christine Ramelle Pigue Pyle of Hopkinsville and husband. Randy: two brothers, Charles Edwin Pigue, San Carlos, Calif.
and Jere Lynn Pigue, Alpharetta, Ga.: one sister. Cartnen Pigue
Depp. Louisville; grandchildren, Elaina Grace and Deana Brooke
Pigue, and Davis Houston and Garrett Austin Pyle; companion.
Carla Rexroat of Murray; Carla's children. Joe Rexroat and his wife.
Shawn and daughter. Madeleine Grace, and Lisa Rexroat anti husband. Toby Steele.
A memorial service was held for J.D. Pigue at the First United
Methodist Church in Hopkinsville on Sunday. Sept. 26, 2010. Rev.
Dr. Howard Willen and the Rev. Paige Williams officiated.
Memorials may be made to The American Cancer Society or Ttte
American Heart Association.
This is a paid obituary.
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The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more qfthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.

Home values to
take hit into 2011
WASHINGTON (AP) -Don't take the latest snapshot of
U.S. home prices too seriously.
The Standard & Poor's/CaseShiner 20-city index released
Tuesday ticked up in July from
June. But the gain is merely
temporary, analysts say. They
see home values taking a dive in
many major markets well into
next year.
That's because the peak
home-buying season is now
ending after a dismal sununer.
'The hardest-hit markets, already
battered by foreclosures, are
bracing for a bigger wave of
homes sold at foreclosure or
through short sales. A short sale
is when a lender lets a homeowner sell for less than the mortgage is worth.
Add high unemployment and
reluctant buyers, and the outlook
in many areas is bleak.
Nationally, home values are projected to fall 2.2 percent in the
second half of the year, according to analysts surveyed by
MacroMarkets LLC. And
Moody's Analytics predicts the
Case-Shiller index will drop 8
percent within a year.
Among the areas likely to
endure big price drops, according to Veros, a real estate analysis company:
- Port St. Lucie, Fla., and
Reno, Nev., where prices could
fall 7 percent over the next year.
- Orlando and Daytona
Beach. Fla., which face price
drops of at least 6 percent.
- Las Vegas. which led all
declines in the latest report, is
also expected to post a 6 percent
drop. Home values there have
already tumbled 57 percent from
their peak four years ago.
Las Vegas has been hit by
foreclosures and the ioss of
tourism and construction jobs.
More than 70 percent of homeowners there owe more on their
mortgages than their homes are
worth, according to real estate
data firm CoreLogic. And the
city's unemployment rate is
nearly 15 percent. one of the
highest for major U.S. markets.
The outlook in Orlando is
also grim. More than half of borrowers owe more on their mortgages than their properties are
worth. 'The unemployment rate
there is nearly 12 percent.
This year, about 2 million, or
41 percent, of the 5 million
homes sold this year will be distressed sales, predict analysts at
John Bums Real Estate
Consulting in Irvine. Calif.
Distressed sales include foreclosures and short sales.
For next year. that figure is
on pace to hit 2.4 million homes.
or 45 percent of all sales
Distressed sales are projected to
make up at least a quarter of the

%X ednesday, September 29, 20111 • 3A

market for the next lour years.
In healthy housing markets, distressed sales typically make up
only 6 to 7 percent of annual
sales.
A much brighter outlook is
forecast for some areas of the
country, especially major cities
that never experienced an outsized housing boom-and bust.
Major cities in Texas, for example, have relatively healthy
economies and low levels of
foreclosures.
Dallas home prices fell only
11 percent from their peak in
2007 and bottomed out last year.
'They. have since rebounded
about 8 percent. Houston and
Dallas are projected to rise about
3 to 4 percent over the next year.
Those markets "don't have
the huge supply of homes that a
lot of the coaatal markets have."
said Eric Fox. vice president of
economic and statistical modeling at Veros.
Houston and Dallas both
have jobless rates of under 9
percent, below the national average of 9.6 percent. And in both
cities, fewer than 15 percent of
borrowers owe more on their
homes than their properties are
worth.
Nationally. prices have risen
nearly 7 percent from their April
2009 bottom. Yet they remain
nearly 28 percent below their
July 2006 peak.
Most experts predict about 5
million homes will be sold this
year. That would be in line with
last year and just above 2008,
the worst sales performance
since 1997.

WASHINGTON(AP)-- The either. The reason is largely' that
recession seems to be socking people have lost jobs or are
Americans in the heart as well as scraping by with part-time work.
"Millions of people are stuck
the wallet: Marriages have hit an
all-time low while pleas for food at home because they can't find
stamps have reached a record a job.
Poverty increased in a
high and the gap between rich
and poor has grown to its widest majority of states, and children
have been hit especially hard."
ever.
The long recession technical- said Mark Mather, associate vice
ly ended in mid-2009, econo- president of the Population
mists say. but U.S. Census data Reference Bureau.
The economic -indicators say
released Tuesday show the
painful, lingering effects. The we're in recovery. but the
annual survey covers all of last impact on families and children
year. when unemployment sky- will linger on for years." he said.
rocketed to 10 percent. and the
Take marriage.
In America. marriages fell to
jobless rate is still a stubbornly
a record low in 2009. with just
high 9.6 percent.
The figures also show that 52 percent of adults 18 and over
Americans on average have saying they were joined in wedbeen spending about 36 fewer lock. compared to 57 percent in
minutes in the office per week 2000.
The never-married includ.ed
and are stuck in traffic a bit less
46.3 percent of young adults 25than they had been.
But that is hardly cood news, 34, with sharp increases in sin-

gle people in cities in the
Midwest and Southwest. including Cleveland. Phoenix. Los
Angeles arid Albuquerque. N.M.
It was the first time the share of
unmarried young adults exceeded those who were married.
Marriages have been declining for years due to rising
divorce. more unmarried couples living together and
increased job prospects for
women. But sociologists say
younger people are also now
increasingly choosing to delay
marriage as they struggle to find
work anti resist making longterm commitments.
Other findings:
-The foreign-born population edged higher to 38.5 million, or 12.5 percent, following a
dip in the previous year. due
mostly to increases in naturalized citizens. The share of U.S.
residents speaking a language

other than English at home also
rose, from 19.7 percent to 20
percent, mostly in California.
New Mexico and Texas.
-More older people are
working. Alsout 27.1 percent of
Americans 60 and over were in
the work force. That's up from
26.7 percent in 2008.
The census figures conic
weeks before the pivotal Nov. 2
congressional elections. when
voters anxious about rising
deficits and the slow pace of the
economic recovery.
The 2009 tabulations. which
are based on pretax income and
exclude capital galas. are adjusted for household size where data
are available.
Prior analyses of after-tax
income made by. the wealthiest 1
percent compared to middleand low-income American%
have also pointed to a widening
inequality gap.

19-year-old Texas shooter ends threat with suicide
AUSTIN. Texas (AP)- As
bleary-eyed University of Texas
students made their way to early
classes and campus workers
walked toward their jobs, one
person strode through campus
wearing a dark suit and a ski
mask -and carrying an assault
rdle.
His look was menacing, and
those who encountered him fled
fast.
"I saw in his eyes he didn't
care," said construction worker
Ruben Cordoba, who was
installing a fence on the roof of
a three-story building Tuesday
morning when he looked down
and made eye contact.
Authorities say the gunman
who later killed himself was 9year-old Colton Tooley, a sophomore math major. No one else
was injured.
But those who knew Tooley
for years - before his time at
the massive university in Austin
-describe him as a courteous,
intelligent guy who wouldn't
hurt anyone. He was book smart
and won raves from his high
school teachers. He also was
known as someone who kept his
emotions in check.
"There was nothing prior to
this day, nothing that would lead
any of us to believe this could
take place," said a man who
emerged from Tooley's family
home late Tuesday and identified himself only as Marcus, a
relative. He read a statement

saying that Tooley's parents
were distraught. "They've lost
their child."
As the gunman trekked along
a campus street with an AK-47.
he fired three shots toward a
church, then fired three more
times in the air. Cordoba said.
Police said that with help from
students they were able to track
the shooter's movements and
chase him off the street. He went
into
the
Perry-Castaneda
Library, where he shot himself
to death, said campus police
Chief Robert Dahlstrom said.
Dahlstrom said it wasn't
clear that the gunman was shooting at anyone in particular outside the library. The shots may
have been fired into the air or
missed shots, if he was aiming at
someone, the chief said.
University of Texas president
Bill Powers canceled classes
Tuesday and said normal campus operations would resume
Wednesday.
Police declined to speculate
on a motive.
Marcus, the relative who said
the family wasn't planning to
make any further comments,
said he wanted the public to
understand Tooley.
"He was a very smart guy,
very intelligent, excellent student. He wouldn't or couldn't
hurt a fly If he was depressed
you sot uld never know it. He
never usually expressed emotion. This is a great shock to me

Traveling Pants
Total Consignment
Find Us On
Face000k

Hours
mon -Fn 9-6
Saturday 9-4
Closed Sunday

1701 North 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
(270) 753-5007
traveling_pantsdatt net
Saving Your Family Money F.teryday

200 MILE YARD SALE

and my family." he said.
Tooley's parents did not
immediately respond to messages left by The Associated
Press. Investigators combed
through the family's home in
Austin on Tuesday, carrying out
bags and boxes. There was no
word on exactly what was in the
containers. A neighbor said
police arrived about three hours
after the shooting.
The gunman's threatening
demeanor on campus was far
from what Tooley's teachers at
Crockett High School in Austin

recalled of the boy who graduated in 2009, ranked seventh in his
class. They remembered him as
"brilliant," "meticulous" and
"respectful." the principal. Craig
Shapiro, said a statement.
"All of us in the Crockett
High School community are
shocked and saddened by
today's tragedy at the University
of Texas," Shapiro said. "Our
hearts go out to the family and
friends of Colton Tooley."
At the University of Texas.
Tooley was a math major with
an interest in actuarial science.
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Playhouse in the
Park announces
upcoming events
Special to the Ledger
I here is muk.h happening at
Playhouse in the Park right now
and everyone should mark their
calendars for the weeks ahead
for the following upcoming
events.
• "Cowboy Cabaret** Information will be coming
soon on this dessert cabaret.
produced by. the Box of Frogs.
The dates are Oct. 22 and 23.
• Volunteer training - 'The
Playhouse is very excited to
offer this two-hour "overview"
of volunteer opportunities. The
Volunteer
and
Educatiot

Committees are working hard
on this event. Details will be
released soon.
•Senior theatre troupe - This
is something they have wanted
to do for a while and are preparing to take the first steps to'vvard
making it a reality. This will be
a fun troupe for senior citizens
in which they will work on radio
plays. readers' theatre, and
more. No memorizing will be
necessary. If interested. call
759-1752. An organizational
meeting will be held at 10 a.m.
Wednesday. Oct. 13, at the
Murray-Calloway
County.
Senior Citizens Center.
• Dinner theatre - The Box of
Frogs are planning a dinner theatre fundraiser for Nov. 12.
They will be getting details out
soon. but it promises to be a fun
evening. They are hoping to
raise funds for a field trip to
Chicago.
•2011 Season -The new season is shaping up to be a very
exciting one. As soon as details
are finalized. the new lineup
vvill be announced.
For more infomation on volunteering or upcoming plays.
call 759-17

FUN & FASHION
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ap.ples the hest thing about autumn
Is the great leeling ot sine
sweaters and Jeans Plush tut v,-.1
leather and suede packet. arc all
stylish.
Do away with the sweats anti put
on one of this seamm's great
sweaters and leggings
We are receiving new iewelry and
new clothing daily.
W'e invite you in to try on some of
this season's new looks.
It has been awhile since the styles
have changed and people are loving
the fresh new looks.
Longer tunics. cardigans. ruffles.
skinny Jeans, straight leg pants, are
all making the fashion scene this
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'Volley for a Cure'
to be held

7
/
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Datebook
Sanci Teague,
Community
editor

Blood drive to be held
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will host a blood drive honoring Burton Holsapple on Saturday, Oct. 2, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel Baptist Church Family Life Center, comer of Third and 641
S., Hazel. For more infortnation, contact Cheryl Milner at gammione@ yahoo.com

Compassionate Friends will not meet
The Compassionate Friends will not meet this Thursday. The
group will meet again Thursday, Oct. 28.

Aurora Baptist to host concert

Mr. and Mrs. Nance
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon C. Nance of Murray, will observe their 60th
wedding anniversary on Sept. 30, 2010. They were married on that
date in 1950.
A reception is planned for Sunday, Oct. 3, from 2-4 p.m. at First
Baptist Church Welcome Center in Murray. All relatives and friends
are invited but no gifts are requested.
Mr. Nance and the former Annie Jones were married at North
Fork Baptist Church in Puryear, Tenn., with the late Dr. Henry
Franklin Paschall officiating.
Mrs. Nance is the daugther of the late Hollin and Maymie
Paschall Jones. She is retired from BB&T Bank. Mr Rose is the son
of the late Coyn C. and Myrtice Orr Nance. He is retired from Airoc
Carbide and as a self-employed welder.
Mr. and Mrs. Nance are active members of First Baptist Church
in Mun-ay.
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Gloryr Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday,
Oct. 1, from 7-9 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church Family
Fellowship Center, Ky. 121 North at Ky. 299, at Stella. Featured will
be Liberty Boys Quartet from Bentcin and Ray Mathis from
Huntington, Tenn. The public is invited. For more information, call
Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea
at 761-2666.

759-2575

The Owens Chapel Baptist Church youth group will have a free
car wash at Autozone at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday. Oct. 2. All donations
will go toward youth mission trips.

Jones reunion to be held
The Jones family of Pleasant Hill will have a reunion on Saturday.
Oct. 2, beginning at 2 p.m. at the Fenton Shelter in Land Between
the Lakes. Bring a favorite dish for a pot-luck meal.
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The Murray Lions club is holding its fifth annual California
"See's" Candies Sale. Available are truffles, toffee-ettes. peanut
brittle, chocolates and more. Order from any Lions Club member or
call 753-3080 until Nov. 5. Pick-up is first week in Dec.

JASON
CRABB

Bank plans Caribbean cruise
The Murray. Bank Good Life is planning a Caribbean and Panama
Cruise. Space is limited in each state room category and early registration is recommended. For more information, contact Brenda
Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@themurraybank.com.

Where Big Deals are a Big Deal

Sign up today at:
Tryitlocal.com/Murray
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The American Cancer Society has a free. transportation assistance
program operating in Calloway County so cancer patients won't
have to worry about how to get to and from their needed treatments.
It is called "Road to Recovery" in which trained volunteer drivers
will take cancer patients to and from their life-saving treatments. To
request assistance or inforniation on how to volunteer to be a driver, call the American Cancer Society 24-hour information line at
1(800) 227-2345. For additional information on Road to Recovery.
visit cancer.org.

Service News
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Cancer Society offering program

40-900/0
to local businesses like:

VINI AG ROS

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.

Lions Club to hold candies sale
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American Red Cross will offer class

Photo provided
DONATION: Ronnie Jackson, Property
Valuation
Administrator, pictured left, recently presented a check to
Vickey Cowart for the New Beginnings Transition Home, Inc.
Home of Hope Rally held Saturday, Sept. 25, at Town and
Country Motorsports in Murray.
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The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
offer a Community Lay Responder CPR Class on Saturday. Oct. 23,
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information, contact the Red Cross
Office
by
noon
on
Friday
Oct.
15,
at
office@callowaycoredcross.org or 753-1421.
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Glory Bound Entertainment will meet

Owens Chapel youth will host car wash
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Knights of Columbus to begin fish fries
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Aurora Baptist Church will host a free live concert in the church
parking lot during the Aurora Country Festival, Oct. 1-3. Saturday
performances are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and feature For Heaven's Sake,
Hallelujah Singers, New Harmony Singers, Anointed Voices, Grady
Neblett and Echos From Calvary. Sunday performances are 1-5 p.m.
and feature the Aurora Baptist Singers, Home Again Singers and
The Erwin Family. There will be a food booth serving hamburgers
hot dogs. chili, beans, cornbread, nachos and cheese, desserts and
sodas. Proceeds from the food booth benefit the Aurora Baptist
Church building fund. For more information, contact Kara at (270)
227-3700.
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St. John Knights of Columbus Friday night fish fries will begin
Friday, Oct. 1. They will have catfish fillets, hush puppies, coleslaw,
great northem beans, French fries, baked potatoes, fried chicken and
baked fish. All you can eat for dine-in only. Carry-out also available.
Cost is $10/adults; $5/6-12 years; free/under 6 years.
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Layered looks with long vests,
belied cardigans and long sweaters
look great, they. are sliniming and
flattering on evei-yone.
Congratulations to Kate Reeve,
who won the door prize last week
Go to Facebook each week to see
what we are giving away or conic in
to register in the store.
Slay Wiled to nevi week's Fun tme)
Fashion report..
P.S. New Brighton charms and
watches are here.
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The Calloway County Lady Laker volleyball team will hold its annual "Volley for a
Cure" on Thursday, Sept. 30. when they play
Christian Fellowship. The team will honor
and recognize anyone affected by breast cancer with participants signing up at the door.
They will be honored between the JN' and
Varsity games with freshman game starting
at 5 p.m., JN' at 6 p.m., and Varsity at 7 p.m.
All proceeds from gate fees, pizza sales, bake
sales, and t-shirt sales will be donated to the
Susan G. Komen Foundation. All are encouraged to attend.
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PN t. J.L. Harrison graduated
Sept. 10, 2010, from Parris
Island, South Carolina's Alpha
'Company, Marine Corps Recruit
Depot Boot Camp. He will continue his training for noninfantry combat at Camp Le
Jeune, N.C., and then go to
Pensacola, Fla., where he will
study Aviation Mechanics.
Harrison is the son of Ronnie
Harrison and Chris Gassam. He
is the step-son of Pam Harrison
and Gary Gassam. all of Murray.
Grandparents
are
Bessie
Harrison of Murray: Lloyd
Harrison and step-grandmother,
Karol Harrison of Tampa, Fla.:
and John and Betty Behling of
ht. J.L Harrison
Grove City, Okla.
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Hospital recognizes National
Breast Cancer Awareness Month
Special to the Ledger
Breast cancvbr
alteo an
average of one in eight women
sometime in their life. It is the
second most cotnmon cause of
cancer related deaths in women.
Numerous studies prove that
early detection is a vital component in the successful treatment
of breast cancer.
Mammograms play a central
part in the early detection of
breast cancer because they can
detect changes in the breast that
may be early signs of cancer. but
are too small or subtle to be felt.
The use of mammography' has
greatly enhanced the ability to
detect breast cancers at early
stages.
The latest technology. digital
mammography. shows great
promise in the fight against
breast cancer. and it can be
found at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital(MCCH

Digital mammography uses
computers
and
specially
designed digital detectors to
produce an image that can he
displayed on a high-resolution
computer monitor anti transmitted and stored just like computer
files. The radiologist can view
and manipulate the images so
they are able to detect small calcifications, masses. and other
changes that may he signs of
early. cancer.
Digital mammography. offers
a nuntber of other practical
advantages and patient conveniences. Because there is no waiting for film to be developed, it
can significantly reduce the time
patients spend having. the test. as
well as. reduce the need for
repeat exams due to under or
over exposure.
October is Breast Cancer
Awareness Month and MCCH
will focus on educating the

region on the importance oi
early detection. Etery woman
should have a mattunogram by
the age of 40. In some instances.
physicians may recommend
beginning screening mammography. before age 40 (e.g., if the
woman has a strong family' history of breast can:er).
Dunng the mc.nth of(ktober.
MCCH's
Mammography
Department will have daily
gate-a-ways to each patient, and
weekly drawings for gin baskets
for each person that schedules a
mammogram. MCCH will also
he sponsoring Koncert for a
Kure that will be hosted at
Kenlake Amphitheatre on Oct. 2
and the Calvert City Breast
Cancer Awareness Walk on Ott.
16.
For more information on digital mammography, contact the
MCCH Marketing Department
at 762-1381 or 762-1382.
Photo providea

Pictured. from left, is Judge Executive Larry Elkins, Sally Hopkins. Executive VP and Chiei
Operating Officer, Lori Noel. VP and Office Manager of Calloway County and Keith Travis, VP
of Institutional Development.

FNB Bank donates to Hospice House
Special to the
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Hospital's Hospice House will
be a I 2-bed. residential facility.
Designed to provide patients

recently received a donation
front FNB bank for $2.000

with limited life expectancy.. and
their families, a nurturing.

toward the future Residential
Hospice House.

homelike setting: a hospice
house is a place where life's
journey can end peacefully and
in dignity. surrounded by family

"FNB recognizes MurrayCalloway County Hospital's
mission to build better healthcare in our community. and it is
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SUMMER'S END: Pictured are MCCH employees enjoying the last day of summer with an ice
cream social provided by Pathfinders' Pathfinders is a group of MCCH employees represented from various departments that treat all MCCH and Spring Creek employees with special
events and treats throughout the year to show appreciation for all of their hard work.
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with great pleasure to contribute
to the Residential Hospice
House that will serve families
all over the region.- said Sally

and friends.
"We are especially gratefully
for the support offered by so

Hopkins, chief operating officer.

many of the financial institutions operating in Murray. mid
Calloway County: this project
truly transcends the routine

County

business market for the good of

Murray-Calloway

the community,- said Keith
Tut% is.

VP of Institutional

Development.
The

Murray

Residential

Hospice House will be the first
in the region. serving western
Kentucky and neighboring sections of Tennessee and southern
Illinois.
If you are interested in learning more about naming opportunities available with Mun-ayCalloway

Endowment

Travis. VP of Institutional
Development at 762-19(18.
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SUSAN G . KOMEN FOUNDATION
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*CLARENCE DOBBINS*
JENNIFER FOX & THE PILLOWFIGHTERS
HOLLERHEAD *TREE ROLLINS BAND
OCTOBER 2, 2010 - KENLAKE AMPHITHEATRE
DOORS OPEN @ 4:00 - SHOW STARTS @ 6:00
TICKETS S10.00 - CHILDREN UNDER 12 FREE
SPONSORED IN PART BY
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At The Murray Bank. it tneans
back to the very communit t hat we so proudly call
home. Honored to be named t he
of Commerce Large Business of the Year,
2o0o-2oto(
we believe community involvement is crucial to the overaii
success of our hometown. We embrace opport unit ies to make
Murray-Calloway County a better place. That's why you'll see
W hat does it mean to volt

giv ing

our officers and employees involved in numerous community
organizations, serving as youth spout s coaches as weii as on

engaged in their churches. We
invite you to join our investment in your cotnmunity by
banking with us. The Murray Bank ...
Murray-Calloway County's only hometown bank.
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Judge: ex-lawmaker's hard drive can be searched
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
A judge ruled Tuesday that
prosecutors in the case of a former state lawmaker charged
with killing his ex-fiancee can
continue to search a computer
hard drive that authonties say
contained child jxwaography.
Fayette Circuit Court judge
Pamela Goodwine also ruled
against motions by attorneys for
Steve Nunn to suppress evidence taken from a Honda
Accord he had driven to and
from his Glasgow home.
The 57-year-old Nunn. a former state legislator from
Glasgow. is charged with shooting 28-year-old Amanda Ross to
death outside her Lexington
townhouse Sept. I I. 2009. A
judge had ordered him to stay
away from her under the terms
of a domestic violence order.
Goodwine ruled at a hearing
in August that Nunn can face
the death penalty' if convicted.
Nunn's attorneys had argued
at the hearing that a box of evidence he had asked a friend to
hold for him the night before the

murder should be excluded
from trial. Lawyers say items in
the box included a hard drive
that contained pornographic
images of girls ages 10 to 12, as
well as photos of an unclothed
Ross and other naked women.
Nunn's attorneys, Warren
Scoville of London and Bette
Niemi of Louisville, said the
material should be barred
because police searched it without a warrant.
In
a
13-page
ruling,
Goodwine said that because
Nunn took steps to carry out a
plan to commit suicide. he had
"abandoned the cardboard box
and its contents and thus no
longer had any expectation of
privacy in those items.She also said that. because an
initial search of the hard drive
contained child pornography.
there is probable cause to
believe it contains evidence of a
crime.
Goodwine. however. ruled
that any new evidence prosecutors uncover could be subject to
future defense motions.
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AUTOGRAPH, PLEASE: Above left, Mitchell Tynes of Benton, at right, purchases a DVD copy of 'Goodbye Wendell" from
Murray resident Robin Gibson, while Angie Gregory, center signs a DVD. Gregory wrote and directed the short film, which was
shot in parts of Murray, Hazel, Puryear, Tenn. and Pans, Tenn. and screened for the pubtc this week at Murray State
University's Curris Center Theater
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III Kennedy to chamber...
From Front
each other. something they had
been working on since July. He
said the five guards, Isaiah
Canaan. B. J. Jenkins. Issac
Miles. Dante Poole and Jewuan
Long would continue to be one
of the team's greatest strengths.
Kennedy said this season's
schedule was the toughest since
he first arrived at MSU. including early games with East
Tennessee State University and
Ole Miss. the University of
Mississippi. He said it was
inportant that team members and anyone who wants success
in life take care of themselves
mentally. physically and spiritually:. He said it is also critical to
invest in family and co-workers.
to love what you do and stay in

Rethink Possible* qtr
o..."7/'

one's strength zone.
Kennedy said that when the
team had won 17 games in a
row last year. locals were
already talking about holding
tickets to the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament in
Nashville. He said it is easy to
get tripped up when one reaches
a certain level of success, and
the team lost focus and didn•t
guard as well as they could
have. causing them to lose the
18th game of the season to
Morehead State University. He
said it is more important to
focus on excellence than success. While success can't
always be controlled. excellence
means keeping fix:using and
executing plays as perfectly as
they can. he said.

Keep up with your team.
Getanew phone at the AT&Tfallphonesale

III Options...
From Front
peace of mind. Some of the
most widely used medications,
including Lipitor for high cholesterol, are not available as
generics.
"The coverage of generics in
the gap has been fairly stable,
but there has been very little
coverage of brand-name drugs."
said Bonnie Washington. an
Avalere researcher who worked
on the study. "This is the first
year we have really seen it come
back.The coverage expansion is
partly the result of prodding by
Medicare officials to get private
insurers to offer more robust
plans, Wa.shington said.
Medicare's drug coverage gap
is a cost-control idca that has
never been popular.
In 2011, the gap will start after
Medicare beneficiaries and their
insurance plan have spent
$2,840 on medications.
After that. seniors are responsible for roughly the next
$3.600. That's the "doughnut
hole.Once total spending reaches
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about $6,440. Medicare's cata- „
strophic coverage kicks in and
beneficiaries pay only a small
amount.
President Barack Obama's
new health care law closes the
gap by 2020 through a series of
discounts. Next year, seniors get
50 percent off brand-name
drugs in the gap and a smaller
break on generics.
But Medicare will continue to
count the full retail price of
medications in computing the
coverage gap. So that means
seniors will pay a lot less to get
through the doughnut hole.
About 4 million people now
face the gap largely on their
own.
The Avalere study also found
benefits will irnprove for lowincome people whose premiums
and co-payments are covered by
taxpayers. For the first time
since the drug benefit was
offered in 2006, 9 million lowincome beneficiaries will have a
bigger number of plans to pick
from. For those who want to
stick with their current plan.
coverage will be more stable.
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KSP welcomes new
troopers to Post 1
Special to the Ledger
Kentucky State Police in
Mayfield recently welcomed
five new' troopers to Post
including two former Murray
State University students. These
five. along with 58 other men
and women. graduated from the
Kentucky State Police Academy
in Frankfort on Sept. 17.
Trooper Michael Bennett is a
27-year-old native of Murray.
He is a 2001 graduate of
Calloway County High School
and attended Murray State
University. Bennett is a veteran
of the United States Marine
Corps and currently serves with
the Kentucky National Guard's
438th Military Police unit.
Bennett is married to his wife
Tamara and has two children.
Travis and Brett. Trooper
Bennett will be assigned to
patrol Graves County.
Trooper Cory Hamby is a 22year-old native of Marion. He is
a 2006 graduate of Crittenden

Murray
congratu
winning I
in a play(
Tuesday

County High School and attended Murray State University.
Trooper Hamby
will be
assigned to patrol Trigg County.
Each of these men will take
part in an 8-to- I2-week field
training period before being
released to their respective
assignments, it was reported.
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FIRST REGION BOYS GOLF TOURNAMENT

DAILY DOUBLE
Smith reverses
script, takes title
in playoff
-, Ledger 8. Times
Wendell.' horn
film, which was
t Murray State

By TOMMY DILLAREI
Sports Editor
LEDBETTER. Ky. — As suhtliied hiS personality is. harlot
. Smith seems to have a knack for getting himself into dramatic situations on the golf
course.
So when the
Murray senior had a
chance to sink a
seven-foot putt to
win the First Region
title outnght Tuesday.
on No. 18 at Drake
Creek C;olf Club. he
couldn't do things the
easy way.
Instead. it would
he three playoff holes
later before Smith
would finally drain
an 8-fimter.
Smfth
flash a celebratory
fist pump. and complete his ascension from a nearmiss state tournament qualifier for two consecutive
years to regional king as a senior.
No ending could have been more fitting kw
Smith. who came out on the short end of a threeway playoff for the region's final state bid as a junior.
On that hole at Miller Memorial Golf Course. he
was doomed hy a tee shot that soared left into a
grove of trees
So it must have seemed like deja vu Tuesday
when his first shot of the playoff found its resting
place in a sand pit on No. 18.
"I thought about (1a.st year) after that shot." said
Smith. who turned in an even-par 72 to tie St.
Mary.'s Joey Mayo. "But after that, it was alright."
Both golfers bogeyed 18. then moved on to No.
10. where it was Maya) who had trouble off the tee
this time, hooking his shot left and facing a tough
uphill lie.
Smith couldn't take advantage, however. missing
another chance to win with a short birdie putt and
forcing the playoff to move on to No. 11.
There. with a large gallery watching from atop a
ridge as the afternoon sun sunk low.. he redeemed
his career of almosts with another par and some
hardware.
The putt broke slightly nght to left and fell in off
the nght edge of the hole.
"It gets the monkey off my. back." he said. "It
means a lot just to get to go(to state)... I wanted to
•See SMITH, 28

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Murray sei.ior Jordan Smith receives
congratulations from h.s parents after
winning the First Region tournament title
in a playoff against St. Mary's Joey Mayo
Tuesday at Drake Creek Golf Club.

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & TtrneS

Calloway County golfers pose with the First Region championship trophy Tuesday afternoon at Drake Creek Golf Club after defeating St. Mary in a playoff on No. 18. The Lakers arid Vikings both shot 305 as a team and qualified for the KHSAA State Golf
Championships next week at Bowling Green Country Club. Pictured, from lett, Brock Simmons, Chasten Howard, Matt McReynolds,
Hunter Garrison and Daniel Harper.

LAKERS VANQUISH ST. MARY IN PLAYOFF, WIN TITLE
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
LEDBETTER. Ky. — When Mau
McReynolds sank a three-foot putt in
a playoff for the First Region championship Tuesday. at Drake Creek Golf
Club, he thought he had just forced
St. Mary to go another hole with his
Calloway County squad.
But the sophomore. the youngest
member of Calloway's top five, began
to wonder if his math was off When he
heard the roar of the crowd arid saw
his mother run exuberantly to the
edge of the green on No. 18.
What McReynolds had done with
his gritty par WilS win the title for the
Lakers, giving seniors Chasten
Howard and Brock Simmons the one
missing notch in their high-school
belts on a splendid Tuesday.
"I had no idea," said McReynolds.
"I was like. 'Dang, why is everybody
yelling so loud for that little parr
Howard and Sinunons, however,
did plenty. to earn themselves the title,
the school's first since 1996. after this
same five finished runners-up last
year and went on to place 106 at the
state tournament.
Calloway's trademark depth and
balance was on full display Tuesday
as Simmons. the Lakers' No. 5 golfer.
put memories of a slow start to the
season far behind him, turning in the
squad's lowest score. a 73, and finng
a blazing one-under 35 on the back
nine.
"That's pretty much how it's been
for the last two years," said head
coach Steve Smith. "You just don't
know who's going to go low."
was
Howard. Calloway's No.
the picture of consistency. shooting a

First Region Tournament
Team Leaderboard
1 'Calloway County
-B. Simmons
-C Howard
-D Harper
-H Ganison
-M McReynolds
2 St Mary
3 Murray
-J Smith
-B Graham
-J Roth
Boone
-J Henderson
4 Graves County
5 Lyon County
5 Caldwell County
Indlyklual Loaders
1 'Jordan Smith. Murray
1 Joey Mayo, St Mary
2 Carson Ward Reidland
2 Clayton Bradshaw Hickman Co
3 Chase Laster. Ballard Memonal
3 Brock Simmons. Calloway Co
3 Matthew Zakutney. St Mary
3 Travis Gntfith. Marshall Co

305
74
76
77
78
79
305
315
72
77
83
83
89
325
330
330
72
72
73
73
74
74
74
74

'won playoff for regional championship

38 on both the front and the back to
turn in the Lakers' second-lowest
number of the day at 76.
He was able to recover despite
some unlucky' lies on the back nine,
where he found himself in sand on
five holes.
He also joined McReynolds in parrtng the playoff hole, beginning with
an arrow-straight tee shot that found
the center of the fairway.
Smith. who has seen ccaintless
seniors let the pressure of a final
regional tournament get the best of
them. said he was blown away by the
composure of Howard and Simmons.
"Did they step up big or what'!" he
said. "You always worry about the
•See CALLOWAY, 28
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Calloway sophomore Matt McReynolds flashes a fist pump after
sinking a putt on No. 9 at Drake Creek Tuesday. McReynolds and
senior Chasten Howard both earned a par on the playoff hole, lifting the Lakers past St. Mary
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PREP GIRLS SOCCER

PREP BON'S SOCCER

Racers fall
at EIU

Murray win sets scene for
Marshall showdown

Tigers shut down Graves

Fres AISU Athletics
The Murray Stale volleyball
team lost a 3-1 (25-22, 18-25.
25-23. 25-20) match to Eastern
StaW Report
Illinois at l.antz Arena during
'The Murray High girls did their job
mid-week
Ohio
Valley.
Tuesday night, defeating the Lady Eagles
Conference action Tuesday.
The Racers (6-9, 2-2 ()VC) of Graves 2-0. to set up a shewdown with
were led by senior Becca Lamb. district rival Marshall County on
who tallied 14 kills and a .36! Thursday..
As a result of the shutout victory over
4k-le-36tal hitting percentage. Redshirt freshman Wendi Graves. the wanner of Thursday's
Zickfield was also strong for matchup between the Lady Tigers and
MSC, with a .471 (10k-2e-17ta) Lady Marshals will clinch not only the
attack percentage and four block regular season distnct championship. hut
solos. Junior Jade Guo recorded the No. I seed in this year's 2nd District
her second triple-double of the tournament as well.
Murray's offensive pressure finally'
season with 10 kills. 19 assists
paid off in the second half. w hen !major
and 11 digs.

W()()TLN SAVES
IN SHUTOUT

'R

1.=j0
School
Marshall County
Murray
Graves County

2No DISTRICT
STANDINGS
Dist.(Overee)
6-0-1 (13-2-2)
6-1 (11-5)
2-3-2(6-6-4)

Mayfield

2-4 1 (9-8-1)

Calloway County

0-8 (4-11-1)

Megg Hudson's cross found the foot of
sophomore Chloe Farris for the go-ahead
goal in the 22nd minute.
Four minutes later. Murray High
padded their lead on goal by. sophomore
Linsley Hunt.
Freshman keeper Rachel Wooten
made all four saves for the Lady TigeN.

WIN GIVES MURRAN'
NO.3 SEED IN
DISTRII'1"1111 .RNEN
Staff Report
In their final district match of the season. the Muffay High boys traveled to
Graves County. to avenge an earlier season loss to the Eagles. and did so thoroughly, shutting out Graves by a score
of 4-0.
Alex Bokeno put Murray. who fired
13 shots against Graves compared to just
two by the Eagles, on the board first at
the 32-minute mark off an assist by senior Darius Nabas.i.
Eighteen minutes later, freshman
Preston Merriss added to the Murray.
High lead. and then in stoppage time of
the first half. it was Bokeno again. this

f:=0
School
Calloway County
Marshal!
Murray
Graves County
Mayfield
Community Christ

2N11 DISTRICT
STPJIIIINGS
Dist(Overae)
7-0-2(11-1-2)
4-1-1 (8-6-2)
4-2-3(9-6-3)
4-5(8-9 21
2-6(4-9)
0-8 (3-10-2)

time finding sophomore Alex Ward for
the goal.
Junior A.J. Bokeno notched the only
goal of the second half at the I5-minute
mark. pros'ding the Tigers with then
final margin, in a win that all but guarantees their position as the No. 3 seed in
the upcoming 2nd Distnct tournament.
which begins Oct. I I.
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Sparks wins
St. Mary
All-Comers

Murray Ledger & Times

•Smith
From Page 1B
win. If you win. there's rut doubt
you're going. I thought I'd have to
shoot better than even. but it
worked."
Iron play was huge for Smith
all day — !se had to chip onto a
green just once in 21 holes Of golf.
Ilse Tigers were one ot the earliest teams to finish at the tournament, leaving Smith to ponder for
a time where his score would
place hint
hlurray coach Chris Graham
damned he didn't think a 72
would net Smith regional championship. but as the scores began
cooling in even-par looked better

Staff Report
rhe Nlurr..o, High
counti- teams had a strong showing
Tuesday at the St. Mary All
Comers at Noble Park both indi%iduall and as a team.
In the 5K on the girls side.
Mun-ay High eighth-grader
Kenzley Sparks won the event
with a time of 22:32.08. as the
Lady Tigers grabbed six of the
top eight sixas en route to claiming the team title.
Claire Wilson (25:17.39). From Page 1B
Heatherly Paschall (26:12.32). pressure. But both of them startBecca Kilby 128:09.57) and ed out real well, much better than
Abigail Paschall (29:39.37) fin- last year. and I think that gave
ished third through sixth for them some confidence."
Murray High. and Emily
The Laker% were the only
Bloemer (30: I 1.31 ) finished team to post five scores in the
70s, g.etting a 77 front Daniel
eighth.
On the boys side of the 5K. Harper. 78 from Hunter Garrison
Nate Wray paced the Tigers with and 79 from McReynolds.
a 22:52.47. gvxxl for 13th place
After the lead flip-flopped
overall. and Bobby LaJeret fin- between co-favorites Calloway
ished one spot behind Wray in and St. Mary throughout the day,
the squads ended up tied atop the
14th with a time of 23:19.38.
Aaron Wilson finished 21st leaderboard at 305.
Toumament organizers would
in the event with a time of
27:08.49.
have been pressed to sv:ript a

aid better
"I thought it would get hint in
(to state): hut I didn't think he
would he a medalist.' Graham
said. "He stayed vonsistent all
day."
Smith said he believed his
expenence in last year's playoff as
well helped Inni know whin to
expect on Tuesday
Atter already waiting tor more
than an hour tor the final painngs
to come in on No. IS, he had to sit
45 more minutes while Calloway
County and St. Mary settled the
team title in a playoff.
During that time, he practiced
his putting and stayed loose by

hanging around w ith his teammates.
"I had (o wait tor the lex
playott last !,ear. so 1 knew \1.
to expect this time; he said. I
just messed around voth them
Blake t Cirahatit
v( as my
RoboCup and returned my putts
for me."
Smith likely had an edge on
Mayo as far as freshness. The St.
Nlaty golfer was among the final
gnaps to come in off 18. then had
to play another hole in the team
playoff
The regional was the 1(kh time
Smith had played ISrake Creek
this year.

more fitting ending to the First
Region golf season than just such
a matchup with the spotlight
firmly planted on tvot teams
which had battled for top billing
in the area throughout the year.
There. it was McReynolds
who stole the shovv.
He nailed a difficult second
shot from the side of a hill. hitting a 3-iron high into the air and
landing within chipping distance
of the green.
"My left foot was about two
feet higher than my. right.' he
said. "Coach just told me to let it
rip. I did that and had a pretty
good lay up here on the stde of

the green."
Smith said it was hard for the
gallery. which was gathered
around the green. to see just how
difficult a shot McReynolds
made.
"It was one heck of a par from
where he was." he said. "He has
as good a short game as anyhody.
and when I told him where the
ball v.as. he looked at me and
said. 'I can get up and down from
there.'"
Smith.
who
knew
McReynolds was putting for the
w in. elected not to tell him.
The Lakers will tee off in the
K HS AA
State
Golf
Championships on Friday, Oct.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AVTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray KY • 753-3415
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SCOREBOARD
KHSAA Spons Today
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at Bowling Gn.-en Country. Club
and, if they. make the cut. will
play the final round Saturday.
Oct. 9.
"Last year, v.e went in there.
and we were not the team that we
are today.' Howard said. "We're
more everienced. and we've
been there. so that takes a lot of
the pressure off. We know the
course better now. so we cat go
out and play it our way."
Tigers get dird
Murray finished just 10
strokes behind the pace set by
Calloway and St. Mary Tuesday.
enough for a third-place finish
that exceeded the top-five goal
set by head coach Chris Graham.

In addition to Joni,.
even-par 72. the Tigeis
from junior Blake Graham and
83s from sophomore Jay Roth
and
seventh-grader
Jame Boone. No. 5 golfer Lire,:
Henderson came in at 89.
performance
The
ga%
Murray two strong finishes in it,
two biggest tournaments of thc
year. The Tigers were also withir
sniffing distance of an All 'A
title back in August, finishing
second. six strokes behind Si
Mary.
"Our program hasn't been
this position. finishing this
close." Graham said. "This is thv
best we could ask for."
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Staff Report
The Lady Tiger volleyball
team defeated Graves County in
two set.. Tuesday night. 25-13 and
25-11.
Junior Catherine Claywell
recorded a season-high 15 of
Murray's 26 kills in the victory,
adding. one ace. two-and-a-hall of
!Murray's three blocks and 10
digs.
Senior setter Lauren Dieleman
had 22 of the team's 24 assists on
the night. with three digs. one kill
and half a block.
Senior Amanda Winchester

recorded four digs. lour kills. one
ace and one assist.
Junior Chelsea Hill added two
aces and two kills for the Lady

beco

Tigers.
Murray's next home matcli
will he Monday. Oct.4 when the!,
host Ballard Memonal.

SportsBriefs
•The Calloway County volleyball team will be holding their annual
-Volley For a Cure" on Thursday as they play Christian Fellowship. The
team will honor and recognize anyone affected by breast cancer with
participants signing up at the door. They will be honored between the
Junior varsity and varsity games with the freshman game starting at 5
p.m.. JV at 6 p m., and varsity at 7 p.m All proceeds from gate fees
puza sales. bake sales, ar.d T-shirt sales will be donated to the Susan
G Komen Foundation. The Lady Lakers would like to encourage everyone to attend this game and help support the fight against breast cancer.
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2007 CHEVROLET TAHOE LT

2008 CHEVROLET SILVERADO LT 2007 FORD EXPLORER SPORT TRAC XLT

40.000 MILES
7 Passenger
4x4
Stk #P7595

38.000 MILES

$27,795

$26,995

46,000 MILES
T/C, PW/PL.
CD.
Alloy Wheels
Stk. #P7592

Z-71 4x4,

Leather.
Stk #TT0282A

$18 795
2008 FORD FUSION SEL
28,000 MILES
Leather,
Moonroof,
Alloy Wheels
Stk 4P7591

STK.
#P7625

kt
Marla Mo
-',urnmarA

)rd mar.

Section
unp, .

n
Section
be irnpm
Januar
continim
Section

2006 PONTIAC VIBE
84.000 MILES
T/C.
PW/PL
CD
Stk #P760€

22,000
MILES

2010 TOYOTA MATRIX
10.000 MILES
T/C. PW/PL,
CD

Leather.
Moonroof.
Chrome
Package.

Ala

$14,995
2001 DODGE STRATUS SE

16,000 MILES
Automatic,
Moonroof.
Spoiler
Alloy Wheels
Stk #P7577

81,000 MILES

$14,995

$5,995

2002 MERCEDES BENZ C230
76,000 MILES
Kompressor
6 Spd Manual
Moonroof.
Leather.
Stk. #CT0184AA

kttest
Harla
liarla Mr(

Stk #P7546

$10 795
2008 MAZDA 3

t,
OG pul
Added lc

1997 FORD CROWN VICTORIA LX
59.000 MILES
TC
PW/PL

Alloy Wheels
Stk #CT0143A

2007 KIA SPORTAGE LX
63.000 MILES
IC,
PW/PL.
CD.

Tht

cr.
s9
-r•
v‘s

Stk Iff)
7575A

$6 995

61f

2007 jEEP LIBERTY SPORT 4X4
sl

-Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or_truck company"

28.000 MILES
T, C.
PW/PL. CD.
Alloy Wheels

i Keith Se
Dupree D
COnCord,

possess
Camry
HarOICI Bt.
wise une
intend tO

unless ov
hoider ot,
withir, 14

2400 E. Wood Street
Paris, TN
642-5661
1-800-748-8816
'Disclaimer All prices plus tax title and license ainfitionaf
S149 doc fee included Some photos for Mustratration purposes
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MILES
W/PL.

NOTICE: Adam Mott has vacated our rental
prop..rt, last month on McVue Farms and has not
pickhd up all of his property I am hereby giving
rs,trth that ri .
st nnt picked up within 30 days, it
het,ms the pmperty of McVue Farms and sold
.r repairs needed to the property •

PUBLIC AUCTION
Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave
Saturday, October, 2 0, 8:00am
'nits to be sold are B-61, B-69, B-70, D-4
E-3t.. CC-3. Due to non payment.

Hudapetb
Danny 0 Hudspeth. Mayor
Deln21V 0

Attest
Harla McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by Warren Hopkins.
City Attorney

P-592

795
SEL
MILES

her
woof,
/heels
)
7591

4,a.Danny 0 Hudapeth
Danny 0 Hudspeth. Mayor
Attest
Harla McClure
Flarta McClure. City Clerk

pi 8

Summary prepared by Warren Hopkins.
City Attorney

681/ann./ 0 Hudspeth
Danny 0 Hudspeth. Mayor
Attest
4.fliiarlaNtrcluri•
Harla McClure. City Clerk

Ordinance Niunber 20104516 an ordinance levying an as valorem tax :n the City or Murray.
Kentucky for the year 2010 upon all property in the
Cu!, of Murray as shown by the Calloway County
Assesament as of January 1 2010
Section 4:A RY, penalty shall be imposed on all
unpaid property tax bills as of Nos ember 1. 2010,
which shall be in addition to the actual amount of
ad valorem taut
Section 5: An interest rate of 6`,.. per annum shall
be imposed on all unpaid property tax bills as of
January. 1. 2011. with unpaid property tax bill
continuing tu bear this interest rate until date of
payment

795

TR1X

)0 MILES
1:1\1, D[
CD
#P7546

1,995

Section 6: The ('ay ClerkTax Collector may publish according to law. on or about April 1. 2011. a
list of delinquent property tax statements, and in
addition to penalties and interest hereto imposed. a
$5 U.G publication charge. per publication, shall be
added to each published property tax statement
pa Danny 0 liudapeth
Danny 0 Huapeth. Mayor
Attest
HarLa
Harla !McClure, City Clerk
-,,rnmary. prepared by Warren HopkIns
('Ity Attorney

The Perscmal Touch
cuts • Per ins • Styles
Color • Highlights

LX

Call Margie Garland.
Carol Hill. or Iva Carson
for appointment

MILES

'PL
/heels

s9
,

•• Booth

7575A

)95

NEED EXTRA CASH?
• • Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving
record and vehicle insurance. Six day per
week delivery. Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

rMURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

Full-tinie lob vacancies at Murray campus
Clerk III 59.47Thr
Administrative Secretary II $8.48/hr
Apply online & view additional details at:
vismivmurraystatelobs com
Women...Minor-ales encouraged to appty
An EEO, ACF/D, AA employer.

Available**
spa° per week

615 S. 12th St.• 7153-5042

Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN posrtion We also offer an
excellent benefit package Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hvry 641 S
Benton: KY 42025
E0E,AAE NO PHONE CALI S PLEASE

- Exciting opportunity in Pans Tennessee suburban area working as ADMINISTRATOR of a 9
member family practice group. Successful car didate will have a degree in Business
Management or Accounting with MBA or CPA
along with 5 to 7 years experience in healthcare including Medical Office Management
Member MGk.IA
A wide degree of creafivity and latitude is
expected.
E-mail resumes to practice consultant at
goodcaseabellsouth.net or call 615.482.361C.

'INN) l'U MPK1N
PV1CH
1irpou Rd'
"1.0170is eignss-ina.
•
:is
Purig4.01,all stic,
75A-4,132 *.r13-0i4K

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
pe.rsons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of rts employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their

MILES

_ CD
'heels

;1
)
917

895

ACCOMPANIST wanted. Piano skills necessary. organ skills a
plus
Wednesday
nights and Sunday
mornings
First
Presbyterian Church.
Paris. TN 731-6422962

DISCLAINIER
When ......essing the
• help wanted! sect sol
ou.
ehpagc at
niurias ledger ,orn
sou w ill h.: tedirc,tcd
lohnetworA
By default.
klunas and 1.kal
listing,
appear oil
Itii, uch.l1L

Notice
I Keith Sanchez. at 35
Dupree Dr. New
Concord, Ky 42076
possess a 1993 Toyota
Camry. registered to
Harold Bussell & otherwise unencumbered I
intend to obtain Title
unless owner or a Men
holder obiects in venting
within 14 days of 1P-'5.publication

• a mirtstlehrt

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
Me first insertion of
their ad for any error
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made

JUST give us a call.
well be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

PART-TiME NP or PA
Please mail resume to
1040-F
Box
PO
Murray, KY 421371

GIBSON Truck Lines is
taking applications for
P.7 or FT depending
on qualified candidate.
diesel mechanic assistant. CDL and diesel
engine experience a
plus but not reqused
Weekend
work
is
required.
M-F 8-4. Phone 270767-0191
GIBSON Truck Lines is
taking applications for
Full-Time and Peril-wile OTR drivers
Must pass DOT D,S
and physical. be at
least 25 years old.
have at least 3 years
verifiable OTR expenence in last 5 years. no
accidents or niajor violations on MVR
M-F 8-4 Phone 27°767-0191
JOB Opportunity for
energetic entrepreneur
must be based in the
Murray area and have
successful business
expenence Call 615330-8193
JOIN the Jasmine s
Family Now hinng Day
& Night shift servers.
and bartenders for
Part-time weekends
Apply in person 270761 -THAI
LOCAL CPA firm is
seeking an experienced
bookkeeper.
Only applicants with 2
or more years of experience should apply.
This is a full time position
with
benefits
including heafth insurance and participation
ir a company retirement
plan.
Compensation will be
based upon experience. Mail resumes to:
Box #187. 632 North
12th Street. Murray. KY
42071
MULTI Uret Franchise
Chain looking for
Restaurant Area
SL•rie

tii,Acsel.., .1 nation.,
sschstli. not
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IMMEDIATE OPENING

Ordinance Number 2010-1513 an ordinance
repealing Chapter 152. Flood Damage Prevention
in its entirety

••ornmary prepared by. Warren Hopkins
City Attorney

D,
ftieels

S4.50 IC oluinn nch, 40', Discount 2nd Run,
40'. Discount 1rd Run
,,1/I I .1,/, Ali,t /.!
.
per column inch extra
cring Guide)
1 1 •••,' I' AFDC
-

PECO

hisip Wonted

Ordinance Number 2010-1517 an ordinance levying an ad valorem tax in the City of Murray
Kentucky for the year 2011 upon all motor vehicle,
and watercraft in the City of Murray, Kentucky

'RAC XLT

DEADLINES

58.25 First Day - 20 words or less - fiver 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:S.12 per word per day
ii:3 35 extra for 5mart Saver IN1,--

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS

Acting their annual
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)reast cancer with
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prne starting at 5
is frum gate fees.
iated to the Susan
encourage everygains( breast can-

..... CLASSIFIED AD RATES _...
31 1. Ali
lis.

VISA

060

Ordinance Ntunber 2010-1515 an ordinance
adoptIng a new Chapter 152

e‘t home match
• Oct. 4 w hen the
cmorial.

Fenn Eq.....
He., Equernent
Sports Equipment
Foreecad
Musical
Mode Home Lots For Sake
Noble Hones For Sae
ANON Homes For Rent
Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
Busesees Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
HoNee
Rerd
Stowe Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets Suppe.
Livestock SuPIAN
Nem MN
Lend For Rent or Leese

To Mice Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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& 1-1111es Please ...ill
u• if you tune any
question,regaidins
11.k. Slum, et,
sey
lhank
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00P111.
No phone calls.
FULL-TIME
Janitor
Position
available
Must be able to Lift
have knowledge of
Buffers Shampooers.
Basic Handyman
Skills Apply in person
at 1505 Stadium View
Dr
EOE

Tennussu,
-Excellent Pay
Exceilent Benefits
-B,JLCross
Blue
Shield
and Dental Insurance
Compar, Vehicle
vear5 expefierice
c,,eterred but not necessary. Send Resume
to 807 25th Ave E
Tuscaloosa. AL 35,
104

Accepting
resumes'
All sales careers
• other positiorls.
Send to
PO Box 363
. Murray. KY
42071

A

TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS
1121 Transit Way Murray. KY 42071
Now Available:

Seeking Kubota L175
270-227-9043
WANT TO BUY Good
used moped scooter
Call r''1)-873-7949

Two Bedroom - $444(based on income)
• Free Cable • Washer Liner Range Dishwasher..
.
01...
& Retrigeraus
•All Electrk •Central Heat & Air
•Cuper & Ceram', Tile •Patio/De•k
Call Joy tor details
2'0-M4-0850 Ma
fslii-M105h
Some resit-It:nom Appl,
,
,Lts.n X ....ocher% ao.epted

LOCAL company has
an immediate opening
for a Chemist
Education:
BS,,BA
degree in Chemistry
Hours Swing Shift 7day operation
Essential Duties and
Responsibilities•
Sample preparation in
compliance with laboratory SOPs, performng chemical analysis
.ising standard tech gigues,
performing
data review and calcuiating daia. recording
and reporting data and
any unusual test occurrences to the :supervisor. performing routine
maintenance of instruments. conforming to
lab OAIOC practices.
perform other duties as
required
This firm otfers a competitive compensation
and benefit package
including health insurance life insurance,
short and long -term
disability
insurance.
paid vacations and holidays and 401k
Successfully passing
pre-employment testing required Post offer
drug screen. physicai
and background check
required.
This firm is an equal
opportunity employer
and does not discriminate on the basis of
race. religion, color.
sex. age. national origin. disability_
Sena resumes to
Hurnan Resources
R T Vanderbilt
Company. Inc
396 Pella Way
Murray. KY 42071
RESTAURANT
Manager
Needed,
Competitive
Salary.
Paid
Vacations.
Insurance
E-mail resume to
ib ioyce25 id yahoo co

Childcare Openings
270-873-2029
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES OFFICES
TO CLEAN 270-2274502

11211

2)05 gas E-Z-Go cusomize carts 52.900$3.300
293-6400
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains. Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-N Treasures. Free gifts
for kids. Buy and
appraise coins. 270753-4161

Hilldale Apartments
now taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom
check. Criminal check. 3 )ear
residency required, Zero drug policy

No credit

JEWELERS Lathe wrth
attachments
7534995

Call (270)437-4113
et
.
v.
t.•;1.
_•1

Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins_
Collections &
Currency Solver
dollars. halves.
quarters. dimes
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999

Mattress Sale
Close Outs
Overstocks
Factory Seconds

2BR 1BA Duplex
CHVAC, all appliances. trash. quiet
safe neighborhood.
$475,mo, 1 month
secunty, no pets.
(270)519-4831
2BR duplex. No pets.
753-0259

270-767-1900
702 N 12th St
Murray
DIRT
DADDY S
TOP SOIL
Best the L,Lirdt, ha,
Cair Tmreir Trdstm

44

2BR, 1BA. water &
trash
included,
$4251mo
270-7191654.

753-9075
(270)227-2193

2BR, 2 full bath dupleTr.
all appliances & washer & dryer. cable &
water
furnished
$.600,0month. no pets
753-2225 or 759-1509
after 5:00.
4BR. Cif-1/A, ail appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

WASHER &
dryer
(stackable and regular)
Case tractor(801 B).
real estate lots Will
consider trades. 7534109 227-1546

[gm-

U

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units_
Rent based on income_
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone.
492-8721
MOn
&
Thurs
10-12pm. TDD No
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity.

1BR. price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman
RE 7539898

1st Full Mo Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Do,
.ins
Apartments

• LARGE
SELECTION
USED-APPLIANCES

1505 Diuguid

e

WARD-EUILINS
IBR & 2BR Apt.
270-753-8556
TDD 14100-545-1833
Ext. 283

c,05 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill.
water. trash. and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/ino
You won t find a nicer
or cleaner apartment,
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus,
W&D.
$550 water. sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets 293-3710 2934600
NICE 2BR. duplex with
carport No pets 27°227-7414
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

SU BSCR1pF.

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS

GET INTO

Guitar, Piano,
Drums & more.
Learn Any Song
U Want!!!
Play By Ear!!!

Subscnbe.ti)r a!1 your homerobin *bail at non'

01300rtunrry
1241
Hsitont

Tuesday & Friday 9-4
Wed. 12-8• TDD 711

1BR 1604 Miller $250
1BR 1606 Miller $350
Large 39R. furnished.
utilities paid
1606
Miller. $900
270-519-2699

(270)97$41161

USineS5

a

Mt SRO'
R

LicenseS.Loi.Inventoy
Fts.11...res
lor'S300k
270-534-1241
120
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs,Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
NOW
Hiring
for
GameStop
Management and parttime help Job Fair on
Wednesday 929/2010
from 10am-5pm For
management e-mail
resume to

GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refngerator. electric & gas
heater. storm windows.
753-4109

BUYING
Junk cars. trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
CASH paid tor
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th
Murray

•*OWNER Finance**
38R. 2BA. nice country
setting on 10 acres
54.950 down 5695/mo
2875 Walnut Grove Rd
Hardin 615-397-3171
2BR & Lot. $12.900
270-753-6012

a
a

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
3 mo.
$30.00

6 me.
1 yr.

3 mo
....$105.00 6 mo
1 yr.

$55.00

I

S35.00
S63.00
S110.00
1

Rest of KY/TN
& Buclemen

a

3 rno.----570.50
6 rno....---$90.00
1 yr.S120.00
2BR. newly remodeled
inside & out. appliances. storage shed
Ouiet, rural setting near
lake. No pets $580
includes
utilities
Security deposit and
references. 227-0004
NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets 753-9866

Local Mail

Check

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
575.00
3 me.

6 no.
1 yr.

Money Order

Visa

S%.00
S145.00
MJC

a

Name
I St Addre,
CAN
I '
I State

1

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coutkin sith payment to

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

Murray Ledger & Timem
P.O. Box 1040
Murray.
42071
call ‘2701 753-1916
a
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Apartments For Rent I

mercisi Prop.
For Sale

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynr Grove
area Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view W.'D
,
refrigerator.
stove
Very quiet All utilities
paid including electnc
$600imo plus deposit

Excellent Retail Space
located North 12th
Street Call 270-978°402 or 270-753-7955
night
Office Space For Rent
Approx 1,500sqtt Call
270-978-0402 or 27°753-7955 night

270-492-8211

Yorkie-Poo
Jack
Russell puppy. Male.
4/mo. has all shots,
house broken, $75.
270-873-8048

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

5yr old. 3BR. 2BA. bock home FSBO

1406 Chaucer
Spiing Creek Oaks
FSBO 3-4BR 2BA $238,000
759-4583 or 293-0523
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HUGE MULTI-FAMILY
GARAGE
CORNER OF NORTH 16TH
AND UTTERBACK ROAD
THURSDAY & FRIDAY 8:00-3:00
Baby girl clothes (newborn to 24 months)
bedding and many other baby items, boy's
good clothes. old books. home decorations,
quilt blocks (hand pieced). bedding items,
needlework kits, lamps. small appliances,
trinkets antique glass items and more
Too much to put out at once'
additional items added throughout sale.

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
LandscaOing & •
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee(
753-1816 277-061

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00 •
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

t
e=1:811
1414
Oaktiill
Dr
Campbell
Estates
145x175ft. perfect for
walkout
basement
270-759-5469 or 270
978-0876

)ou can (nun, Oa the
most experienced
in West Ay.
493 Tom Taylor Trail

2071
BACKUSBURG
ROAD

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

BY OWNER- 4.5 acres
on prestigious Oaks
Country Club Road.
$70.000
270-4354001

THURSDAY &
FRIDAY
7:00-?

LIMITED Use
Shop/Storage. 19'x49
block building, electric
only. clean and dry
interior Downtown
Murray $250/month
Call 270-753-4059

REMODELING
SALE
sew FROm
muRRAY. LEFT ON
TV/0 OAKS
COUNTRY CLUB.
GO 1000FT,
RIGHT INTO
OAKS ESTATES
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-1:00
furniture, clothing.
golf items,
electronics

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
t enter er s & rarndair
10X10 $25 10x15 S40
1270) 436-2524
1270i 293-6906
PREMIER
MIN1STORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Need to sell
your house?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
eager B.

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage, Custom
Brick
home
in
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors,
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light Approx 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing 27°753-2905.
Large 2900sqft. 3-4BR,
5BA.
Hazel.
Commercial
Or
Residential use Open
flppr plan with 10' ceilings. ornate interior
270-293-8431
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Rivertield Estates.
SBC R_eal Property
Professionals

293-7872

270-753_1916

MBC Storage
10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

U

rea/ If•In • II

2004 Honda Rancher,
$2.200 270-293-0079
490
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

753-2905

hollandmotorsales.com
270-753-4461

III r. I.)

flort 1,011r ,/,/11:
1

We Otter:
*All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

2005 Camry LE. black,
58.000 actual miles
1/owner, new Michelin
tires. 510.500. 270293-0226
2003 Pontiac
Bonneville SLE Fully
loaded, 118xxx miles
$5,500. 270-978-5375

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

Check us out on the Viebl
:
i

oit-d

t

1'ft.tikV IS
A'SPHIA 1:r
Sealccialling
& Hauling .
MN% '114 A% IS

270-753-2279
Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms & .
"Kitchens - •
Decks to Fencing..
• VVe Doll All'
No Job To Small'
. 270-S73-991e
,
or visit our webs''
kentuckylaki
remodeling com

FLAWLESS
FINISH
Pressure Washing
Houses. Patios &•
Deeks Sidewalks A.
Daveways Vinyl
Feeces & Siding
Call Today For A
Free Estimate'
270-562-2228

Res . Com & Ind
Lisensed & Insured
All jobs - hig or small

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

753-9562

a D•perwaable
Free Estimaies

.

Free Steep Removal
2t0 293-4480
nie 270 437-3041

, 270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming.
removal.
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839
II

CHASE Futreli LawnCare 8yrs exp 293+3814
LAWN Care Service
Reasonable
rates
starting al $15 27°753-2405

'S WACT1

\I \\ \(,1 \II \

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

•(.3eckls &
pickups
• local!) ay.lied/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783

293-2784

•COMITICICIdI &

3301 St. Rt 121N.-

Residential
•Asphall Installation
& Mamlenance
40 yrs expenee

-75318087

(270)759-0501

(yranite
& Marble

IsInr Murdeuk • 291-1-22
Dt.plax Ihkurk .400-1111

0 BFIYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and.pperated
• Free Estimates
• Etc & Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny 0 Bryan

Handymen Work
OddJobs Repair,
Home, Auto
plumbing-, Cament•v
Lighi Electrical
-Yards. (S.
Moth More"
No Job leo Snag
'
Jacob
270,178-0278
ML Garage Doors.
Installation
repair,
maintenance on doors
and operators 27°293-2357

ROOFING Licensed
and fully insured
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227-2617

Concepts SudoKu

Appliance
Repair
ALI: BRANDS

Ward -Elkins
?in 753-1713

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Rad JOeSIS
FlernOdOng Numbing
nail Do Insurance Work
eso scasiereara kcceotea

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
FREE krttens to good
homes. All five of the
THE Murray Ledger & kittens are males
Times considers its These kittens have
sources reliable. but been through a-lot and
inaccuracies do occur. were taken in as strays
Readers using this when they were around
information do so at 5 weeks old The
their own risk Although momma cat has been
persons and compa- placed in a loving
nies mentioned herein home, but the kittens
are believed to be rep- need homes. They
utable. The Murray have
been
vet
Ledger & Times, nor checked. but they have
any of its employees not received their first
accept any responsibil- shots. They have oeen
ity whatsoever for their treated for worms, eye
activities
ock. and fleas, The kittens are 7-8 weeks old.
weaned. & litter bOx
3 CRETE, LLC
trained. They are all
Concrete Repair
very cute & playful If
you are interested or
No rob toc small
have any questions
270-293-7971
please feel free to call
www.3cretenc.com
Michelle
270-2937107 or
Charlotte 0 270-227YEARRY'S
Tree °999.
If no answer
Service Free estiplease call leave a
mates Phone 436message.
2562. 227-0267

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9:9 grd nett
several green numbers The obtect ,s
place the'
,umber's 1
!n the empty squares so that each row each cotumc 3nd Rich
3x3 box contains the same number only once The d[thcutty levr,
DI the Concepts Sudoku increases trorn Monday to Stinqi,

SUDOKU

By Das,: Cerro

5 413

9

9

Answer to previous puzzle

2
5
3
1
4
8
6

1

3
4
6
5

LEARN TO FLY

24 teounsanvica

David's Home
Improvement
IL(

(

Insured Rehuiin

2 7 5
4
7

1
4
6
5
9

7
8
9
3
6

4
3
1
7
2

9
2
8
6
5

6
7
5
8
1

8
6
2
9
7

5
1
4
2
3

3
9
7
4
8
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Signs illegally placed to be removed for motorist safety

KIRKSEY, KY

1850 St. Rt 1215
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer. back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
'ank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

753-7728
Since 1986

BIG
YARD SALE

Services Offered

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. RemoFcle
s.,
ioloinrg
Roofing. Vinyl Siding,
inate
L
Inasmured
Repairs. workers comp

FrOM

1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction. Addrtions. remodeling, sagging rotten
floors, decks. home &
mobile home repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-2353

(Hill Electric

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

1

ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters.
;unk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
P
75ro3f_eisRsE
mEna(I8T
7r3e,
3e)
Service Insured

308
North
12th
1,000sqtt Now Cherry
Tree Available October
1st $750/mo 270-7539212
RETAV_ Store in Hazel.
5000
SF
+(St 000.00/month.
270-492-8211

1 & 4BR Houses
Lease
Deposi
&
Required
270-753
4109
3BR. carport, fenced
backyard.
storage,
shade, patio, no pets.
$685/mo
270-2936070
HouseiDuplex in
Pats & Supplies
Murray For Rent. $375
month plus utilities. No ALL new Happy Jack
Pets.
Xylecide. Anti Funga
Call 270-978-7382
shampoo for dogs &
NICE
2BR, 1BA. horses prevents ringC/H/A. 3 acres, private worm and bacterial
setting. 3 mi. from skin infections without
Orschein
Murray. $500(mo. Pets steroids'
Farm & Home Store
OK. 227-0430.
WATERFRONT For 270-759-8150
Rent. 3BR. 2BA, with WWW.h appyjackinc.com
sun-room 2300sqtt. 3 DOG Obedience.
aces overlooking KY (270)436-2858.
Lake More info go to
Shih-Tzu
puppies.
haml.nlakeretreat corn
kfi
CKC.
or 436-5091 Leave AKC,
male/female
$300message
$350 270-251-0310
evenings

!Sfurra
S30
Services Oilseed

_J
436 5141 A-AFFORD-

270-759-4648
340
Mouses For Rent

S30
Services Offered

Murray Ledger & Time.

2003
Springdale 30ft
+;.`tt ShOe Out
Brand New'

S IC 901, 292 46472

PADUCAH,
Ky.
Campaign and other temporary
signage placed illegally on the
state highway right of way will
be removed to maintain safety.
according
to
Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet officials.
"Political and advertising
signs can limit sight distance.
especially near intersections.
and create a hazard for highway
maintenance workers." said Jim
LeFevre. chief district engineer
for KYTC District 1. based in
Paducah.
LeFevre noted that the wire
supports from political signs are

especially hazardous when they
are hit by mowers.
Kentucky
law
and
Transportation Cabinet policy
prohibit the placement of political or other advertising signs on
state right of way. including
signs attached to utility' poles or
fences within the state right of
way'.
Illegal signs will be moved to
the state highway garage in
each county and kept for two
weeks.. Owners may claim
them by showing identification
and completing a claim forrn.
Unclaimed signs will be dis-

carded.
"Employees who are removing signs are acting in the hest
interest of all motorists and of
maintenance crews," State
Highway
Engineer Steve
Waddle said. "We appreciate the
public's cooperation and understanding."
Enforcement of the sign prohibition can be difficult because
right of way boundaries can vary
by highway and location. All
signage should be behind sidewalks. In areas without sidewalks. all
signs should be
behind the ditch line and outside

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, Sept. 30, 2010:
This year. you are able to make
a change in how you structure
your life. The question remains.
Do you really want to'? Your
finances and domestic life
become increasingly important.
Realize your limits. Try not to
be so serious all the time.
Develop techniques to lighten
up. You will detach and make
better decisions. If you are single, you could be startled by
%bat 2011 blows in. You might
have more than one choice of
suitor. If you are attached. the
two of you will start having
more fun together if you can
stay light and easy. CANCER
,san pressure you with ease!

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5 Dy name.
4-Positi‘e: 3-As erage. 2-tio-sa.
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** MOOdS Change quickly
and you could be overwhelmed
by everything that seems to be
flying at you Someone you'd
counted on to remain steady
pulls away This person also
could be very angry Find out
what is cooking here
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Postpone a discussion if
you can Your mood swings from
overindulgent to closed down
What could be upsetting today
might be meaningless another
day given time Focus on
absorbing more information
Research and matters at a Ms-

areas cornmonly mowed or
maintained by highway crews.
Very often, utility poles will
mark the edge of highway right
of way. On highways with controlled access or limited access,
no signs should be placed on the
highway side of the fence line
or the fence.
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet District I is responsible
2,800 miles of highway in
Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman.
Fulton, Graves, McCracken.
Livingston, Marshall. Calloway.
Trigg. Lyon and Crittenden
counties.

by Jacqueline Bigar
tance are favored
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** What is motivating you
and your ideas is great. but the
timing is off. Go off and maybe
buy a lottery ticket if you feel
lucky. or get into a long-overdue
project. Be aware of expenses
and hidden costs.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** As the day progresses.
especially if you are an early
riser, it gets better. Though you
might be tempted to use that
innate magnetism to draw
results, watch out for manipulation. That behavior also has its
costs.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Kick back and work on
becoming less involved, it only
for a few days You might be
stunned by how much you
accomplish if you can just relax.
Screen your calls and don't
break into the Leo socialite
model_
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)'
**** Understanding evolves
to a new level. You could be
taken aback by the difference
when you have support as
opposed to going atter a goal
alone. A child or loved one could
be unusually rebellious, let go.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Others look around to see
who will be the flag bearer. You
might wonder why it is you. With
your overly serious behavior
lately. many might think you are
more responsible than you are.
er perhaps that you like responsibilities a lot
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You might want to
weave your way out of a discussion in order to get more facts

Tap into several experts' opinions. There is no such thing as
too much information, but make
sure someone has his or her
facts straight.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Your instincts teil you to
defer to a partner or loved one.
You demonstrate your confidence in this person. Be willing
to work through a money issue.
When in a lighter setting, you
find a friend or acquaintance
heavy.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Of all signs, no one
expects you. the Goat to get
flaky on them though you might

not see the profound change you
are going through in this light
Don't become overly heavy or
serious. if possible.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Do what you need to do.
but don't have any great expectations. Try to discover whether
you are tired or just bored. Make
adjustments to relieve this condition
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Express your creativity
without offending a key character in your Me This person of
late could have been extremely
manipulative Pressure builds
within a partnership
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Pepper - spayed. female. adult
Australian Shepherd/Colhe Mix

Lady, ierflaie. adult
Tortoiseshell Mix

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-111. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 Pk(
lc /I more infrirmatii ( •ntA( I
.

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270)759-4141
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I.edger & Times

COMICS / FEATURES
Man must sort out attractions
before he is ready to marry

Murray Ledger & Times

Looking Back
AiirAtance
Repair
ALC BRANDS
Ward-Elkins
2/0-753-1713
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ive
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vet
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it received their first
lots They have oeen
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Ten year% ago
Published is a pit:ture tit Catherine Sis ills. marketing coordinator
for the nev. Center Ito Health
and Wellness. as she leads a group
of 25 to 30 Murray -Calloway
County. Hospital board and COMmittee members on a tour of the
center's pool Thursday afternoon.
Brenda McGarvey. a native of
Belleville. III.. has been selected
as the new executive director of
the Murray Family YMCA_
Tbe Res Larry Daniel was the
speaker at a recent meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club held at
Pagliat's.
Twenty years ago
Cinema International at Murray State College will present the
1948
Italian film "Bicycle
Thieves... directed by Vitt
de
Sica.
Published is a picture of Calloway County Laker Band member% Brad Hale. Eric Cothran.
Lisa Rickman. Amy Waldrop.
Stephanie Carraway. P.J. Luciano
and Lauri Barnes_ The Laker Band
captured their second superior of
the '90 season at "Starfest."
The name of the local vocational center officially changed to
KY -TECH.
The Diuguid House. Murray's
first bed and breakfast. has new
owners Karen and George Chapman.
Thirty years ago
A fey. weeks ago, the owner
of Mr. Gatti's in Murray and Paducah. Buddy Parker. attempted to
launch
his new advertising
gimmick. a 10-foot blimp viiith the restaurant's logo. The blimp ,ornehow
became unhooked from its rope
and was airboim. landing a few'
days later in the middle of a c•orn
field in Symsenia. Parker purchased a nev.. blimp and launched
it on a 2fX1-fixo rope. anchored
to a helium tank. When workers
went out to check the craft, the
only thing outside was the helium tank. A $50 reward has been
offered for the return of the blimp.

DEAR ABBY: Alftr many
months of dating a wonderful
woman.
we [lase set a
date for our v.edding However.
a
there's problem As the date dray.%
v loser. Amy IN concerned about
my lack of physical intimacy with
her
While
I
AM
very
attracted to
her. I AM having
some
ditubts.
I
recentls
nottced
a
young man at
my
health
club
and
experienced
some unfaBy Abigail
miliar feelVan Buren
ings. I don't
think I am
gay. but I am no longer sure that
Amy is what 1 have been Noticing for.
Should I push these feelings
aside and continue our plans for
the wedding? Or should I tell
Amy the truth alsout these feelings? -- SEARCHING FOR
ANSWERS IN PENNSYLVANIA
DEAR SEARCHING: You
should absolutely tell your fiancee
the 'nth about the feelings you're
having -- all of them. To marry
a woman knowing you might he
more attracted to a young man
at your health club would bring
everyone involved great pain. It
is very important that you find
out who you are and what you're
looking for before coupling up
with anyone. You owe it to her
and to yourself to he frank before
this goes any- further.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: My husband
and 1 dated for eight years before
we were inarried two years ago.
He has a son from a previous
relationship. and we have a 9month-old son together.
My problem is my mother-inlaw. More often than not. ,he
calls me hy my stepson's moth-

er's name Abby. that woman .ind
my. husband haven't been togeth
er for more than 12 years'
My husband thinks I'm making a big deal out of nothing lie
says I should forget about at. but
hothers me My relationship
with his mother ha, suffered
because of it She lives near us
and helps out with watching our
baby, so I see her quite often.
What are your thoughts on this?
-- ALSO KNOWN AS
DEAR A.K.A.: If your motheran-law's slip of the tongue happened oc,a.ionally, I v.ould agree
V. 1th your husband that it's no big
deal. Because it happens often, it
appear, the woman is doing it
deliberately. Have you confronted
her about it and told her how
hurtful it is? If you haven't. you
should. And if it doesn't stop.
then you're within your rights to
limit your time with her and/or
arrange for other supervision for
your baby. It would be confusing
for him to grow up around a
grandmother who call, his mother by. a stranger's name
•
DEAR ABBY: When I am out
with my friends. they can't keep
their hands and eyes off their cell
phones. They sit there artd text
whatever guy they're in,olved with.
and I feel like they would rather
he with anyone else hut me
I have talked to them about
it, but they say I 'don't understand" because I have never been
in a relationship. Abby, I'm not
jealous because they have guys
to talk to. I am hurt that my
friends think cyber communication is more important than spending time with friends. What do
you think? -- TEXTED OUT IN
TEXAS
DEAR TEXTED OUT: It is
rude for people to behave the
way you have described. Good
manners chctate that people give
their undivided attention to those
they. are with. To do otherwise
sends the signal that their present company. ts
important.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Sept. 29.
the 272nd day of 2010. There are
93 day., left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 29. 1910, the National Urban League had its beginnings as The Cummittee on Urban
Conditions Among Negroes was
established in New York.
On this date:
In 1907. the foundation stone
was laid for the W'ashington National Cathedral. which wasn't fully
completed until this date in 1990.
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OTC product may soften
skin on feet and fingers
DEAR DR. GOTT: Tell your
readers that A&D Ointment is
absolutely wonderful to use on dry
areas. such as fingertips. cracked
heels. hand,. elbow, and more I
get crack, in my heels I have
learned to wear only 100 percent
cotton socks and not to wear sandals too frequently. Open
sandal,
quickly contribute to dryness and dirt
I soak the
affected area
in
warm.
soapy water
(using mild
soap) before
bedtime.
apply
the
By
ointment. and
Dr. Peter Gott then put on
the socks. It is
amazing how much healing occurs
during one night It can be repeated
as often as needed and is also inexpensive and safe
I have tned this with Vaseline and
have found that it doesn't have the
same healing power.
DEAR
READER:
A&D
Otntment is primarily marketed as a
diaper-rash treatment but also
claims to work well on dry, chafed
skin and other minor irritations.
which are not limited to infants and
toddlers.
The active ingredients accounting
for 68.9 percent of the product are
petrolatum and lanolin. Inactive
ingredient, making up the remaining 31.1 percent include cod-liver
oil (the source of the vitamins A and
Di. fragrance. light mineral oil.
microcrystalline wax and paraffin.
Petrolatum and lanolin are common Ingredients in moisturizers.
They protect, soften. and rehydrate
skin. Paraffin. wax and mineral oil
help create a harrier to prevent loss
of moisture Fin not sure what topical cod-liver oil is good for other
than moistunzing. but as I have
reported in my column, many find
that taking it internally helps maintain good health. improves vitamin

A and D deficiencies. eases arthritis
symptoms and more
I have printed your letter because
tile product is indeed safe and inexpensive. since many retailers carry
store-brand versions. This may he a
good first choice for treating and
preventing finger cracks as well as
other minor skin irritations and
problems.
To provide related information, I
am sending you a copy of my
Health Report -Dermatitis. Eczema
8c Psonasis " Other readers who
would like a copy should send a
wit-addressed stamped No 10
envelope and S2 check or money
order made payable to Newsletter
and sent to Newsletter. P.O. Flox
167. Wickliffe. OH 44092-0167. Be
silre to mention the title or print an
order form off my wehsite at
www AskDrGottMD.com.
DEAR DR. GOTT: VOW- column
has helped me v.ith my leg cramps
I arn writing because I have a concern. For many years. I have had
intermittent burning sensations on
my inner thighs and buttock,.
somettmes with the feeling of pins
and needles I have seen a dermatologist, hut because she could not
see anything on My skin. she said
she couldn't help I am at my wits'
end.
DEAR READER: Burning.
stinging. pain, pins and needles.
and other abnormal sensations of
the buttoas and thighs are often the
result of a spinal problem. most
commonly sciatica. This condition
is caused by impingement of the
sciatic nerve in the lower back. usually. caused by a slipped. ripped.
torn or otherwise displaced disc
Other symptoms include lov. hack
pain. ahnormal sensations in the
low hack, valves or feet, and unnary or fecal incontinence I suggest you speak with your physician
about this posstbility and get an Xray or MRI of the thoracic middlci
and lumbar (lower) areas of your
spine.
To provide related information, I
am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Managing Chronic
Pain."

Dr. Gott

Hints From Nololso
In 1918. Allied forces began
their decisive breakthrough of the
Hindenburg Line during World
War I.
In 1938. British, French. German and Italian leaders concluded the Munich Agreement. which
was aimed at appeasing Adolf
Hitler by allowing Nazi annexation of Czechoslovakia's Sudetenland.
In 1960, the situation comedy
"My, Three Sons," starring Fred
MacMurray. premiered on ABC.
The musical "Irma La Douce"
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forty years ago
timothy E. Fannin, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Talmadge Fannin of
Murray has received a letter of
commendation for his high performance on the 1970 National
Merii Scholarship qualifying lest.
according 10 Howard Chttenden.
principal of Calloway Cotinty High
Sc hooI
Folgers coffee, one pound can.
ts listed for 88 cent, in the Storey's
Food Giant ad
An auto tape player and ten
tapes were stolen from the sehicle of Mrs. Larry Scott oi Barnett Ave. on Monday between 7:34)9:30 p.m. Mrs. Scott said tapes
stolen v.ere three of Johnny Cash.
three of Buck Owens. and four
of Merle Haggard
Fifty years ago
Showing at the Murray Drive
In Theatre is "Pillow Talk" starring Rock Hudson. Doris Day.
Tony Randall and Thelma Ritter.
"Red Hale K AS out in front
of the office early. this morning,
with members of Scout Troop 45,
going on a hike." from the column "Seen at Heard Around Murray.The County Homemakers Club
held a council nieeting at the
apartment of Miss Rachel Rowland with Mrs. T. B. Culpepper.
president. presiding.
Sixty years ago
VY'aterfowl hunters should buy
federal "duck stamps" early.
reminded Secretary. of the Interior Oscar L. Chapman today.
Cloverleaf dry milk is advertised at 5 cents a quart.
The correct way of making
floral arrangements and of placing pin point holders was explained
to the members of East Side
Homemakers Club at the horne
of Mrs. Eugene Shipley. by Mrs.
Thomas Parker.
Ground breaking ceremonies for
the second men's dormitory were
held yesterday at the construction
site in Orchard Heights at Murray State CcIlege.
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In 1978. Pope John Paul I %NJ,
of
Carrots
found dead in his Vatican apartment Just over a month after becomDear Reading head of the Roman Catholic
ers: Cabbie
Church.
tour
mini
In 1980. The Washington Post
schnauzer)
published ".finuny's World.- a feaand I love
ture article about an 8-year-old
FRESH
heroin addict that went on to win
CARROTS
a Pulitzer Prize; however. the story
as snacks! An
turned out to have been totally
average-size
fabricated by the reporter. Janet carrot has about
35-48 calories
Cooke.
per 100 grams, so they are healthy
for both of us! Carrots are excellent for eye health, among many
I°ROWED ; MOM,90tVi
MY7 tratts, and it's because an average
carrot has tv.0 and a half tirnes
30 Vot.LS
SPO1LINK.0
the recommended daily. allowance
FIZCOA -10E
11-1E1A A641 tsJ
-I
11/iS
of vitamin A.
MORNINC,
But did you know that cookrrisi—
ing carrots releases more vitamin
A theta carotene) than consuming
them raw? 1 didn't! Artd juicing
rav.. carrot makes a vitaminpacked drink, too.
Carrots are orange. typically.
but around the world. they can
he red. yellov.r. white and even
purple' Texas .A&M University has
a maroon one. the BetaSweet. The
'NAT'S BREA'',
school's colors are maroon and
white. so of course it developed
a maroon carrot!
How best to store carrtns? The
‘egetahle drawer of the refnger-

4
Hemse

ator is the place. Remove the leafy
tops if there are any, but don't
cut into the flesh itself. according
to our experts, and keep them in
a plastic bag. Separate carrots from
other fruits and vegetables. such
as apples.
And baby carrots? Are they. a
special miniature vitriety of carrot? Nope. They. are regular carrots that are cut down to about 2
inches long. scrubbed, peeled and
polished. -- Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
E-maii: Heloisel at ilieloise.com
FRESH COFFEE
Dear Heloise: To keep brewed
coffee fresh-tasting. always put a
pinch of salt in the coffee before
brewing tray mother's recipe). It
will never have a bitter taste. You
can leave it out or put it in the
refrigerator. Hylda Wilson. Jacksonville, Fla.
An old hint that many people
do, but today's coffee is processed
differently. so there usually is not
a bitter taste, unless the coffee is
left to sit too long. -- Heloise
NO LUNCHMEAT? NO
PROBLEM
Dear Heloise: Es.er go to make
your kids' lunch and find you've

run out of lunchmeat? A good
substitute for baloney is packaged
hot dogs. most of which are precooked. Simply thin-slice lengthwise and place on your favorite
sandwich bread. add your favorite
condiments, and they'll never know
the difference. -- Will m California
REt'IPE INGREDIENTS
Dear Heloise: When I COMC
across a recipe 1 Aunt to make
in one of my magazines, I cop)
the page and take it to the store
to buy all the ingredients needed.
It saves time not having to write
a grocery list and saves missing
any items. Most everyone has a
home copier today with his or her
computer Works well for ine. -Janet. via e-mail
DECORATIVE TINS
Dear Heloise: I have a great
hint for using decorative tins for
baked goods/candy. etc. I use a
coffee filter to line the bottom ot
the tin. Do not cut the filter. It
it extends up the sides of the tin.
that is fine. It gives a more professional look to have a paper
liner rather than just seeing the
bottom of the tin. Makes a better presentarton. -- Mary Lou in
Pennsylvania
(c)2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc
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I VE GOT AN EMAIL FROM ONE
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Walk through water
Need a bib
Frankenstein's aide
Ahead
Come down in buckets
Early primate
Easter find
Downhill glider
Cornball
Road gunk
Tot tender
Historic penod
Homecoming guest
Franc replacer
Went to the polls
"Sure thinglDublin natives
Folk singer Joan
Siesta
Fake front
Ballet attire
Gave the boot
British school
Domains
Sight
Use a sponge
Wildly eager
Glazed goodies
Mess up
Trite
Olive's love
Like cupcakes
Male turkey
Thurman of "Kill Bill"
Signing need
Kite site
''Lean -Challenging puzzles
Field unit
Greek letters
Blue hue
Lotion add-in
Pod contents
Crown
Expert for short
Marsh plants
Golf need

Resting on
Pint-sized
Chemin de —
Log chopper
Langley org
Golf need
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Purchase

SOFA
March Pewter
Stone Sofa
Limited Quantities

Lane Rocker
Recliner
Limited uantities
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Signature Design Mario Mahogany Chaise
Durablend Leather Sectional & Cocktail Ottoman &
/0.hibti (3) ilin

1,21,0/r• inn 40-Jo
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American Furniture Hershel -Chocolate Suitt.
Cocktail Table, 2 End.Tables,2 Ashley
&
M.shibei ttp-///)/1' -

I.41% eseat:I

1.1.29

421
American Furniture Master
Piece Chocolate large Scale
Sofa

Broyhill King Headboard,'
t
Footboard & Rails

$8)98'
JJ J
Dresser & Mirror
$1288
Chest $876

siezygi

5 Piece
Bedroom
Approx.

Chair & 1/2 $572
Ottoman $269

74"

L
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Winettes!

Say
Hills Dale 5 Pc.
Table & 4 Chairs

Lane Bomber Jacket
Leather "Look"
Microfiber Sofa

$818)J
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'to MP!

Par Mo.

Ashley Signature Design
Dual Reclining Sofa

,

5 Piece Intercon Gathering
Table & 4 Stools
_ _
)
18
.

pews.

k sve

3 Piece
Living Room
Approx.
C4700

408)
5
Chair $698
Ottoman $298

'411

Black &Java
Server $498

r
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J 41
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Dual Reclining
Lovcseat $642

Sa on over 300Lane Recliners!
la ge sel ction of
Save o
Home Tice items & desks!

Seit8

Lane Leather Pad
Over Oh se Rocker
Recliner

TEMPUR
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—14

Ashley Corner
Home Office Desk

155
JTJ

lit 1111

Ashley Desk &
Hutch

•
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•111..41.111
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41411er
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HIM

Design
Assistance
Available
Shiinan hinesinick
kohl, lb.!
. •setti‘lurren..ft,‘

of Kelley Wiggins Furniture. Inc.
Visit us at www.fiemingfurniture.com
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IS SAVE
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Lane Pad Oyer
Chaise Rocker
Recliner

OltSalet
Queen
King
ELINIQ12_
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MONEY!

SOPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1 24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1 800-788-6224
Open Daily 97. Sunday 1 5. Friday 10-8
Main Street, Benton KY
North
305
527 3481 • 1-800 599 6224 eswiwtisiMisi
451 South 16th Street, Paducah KY
442 4465 • 1-800 450 6224 bit tat le lei
3060 Hwy 641 North, Murray, KY
753 6309 • 1 866-753-6309 kw ta St los 14

firnotIn

We C3(1 iiejf,You Sell
Your 010 Furnature!
449 South 16th Street
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Nol Apply To Previous Purcnases
• S1409 rrnritmum purchase with approved credit. no interest unlii 2014 Excludes Value Priced Items Closeouts Special Sale Items & Room Solutions Does
Limited 011artht,PS on Closeout Items Not all items at all stores Items similar es shown — Trie no-interest option means there is no interest your purchase is paid ,n full within 42 months after
fhe date of purchase otherwise interest accrues from date of purchase at the regular APR
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